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ABSTRACT

This investigation examined the functions of two Spanish discourse markers, pues and
bueno, in the interlanguage of intermediate English-speaking learners of Spanish. Pues is
translated in English to ‘so’, ‘then’, ‘cos’, and ‘well’, and bueno is translated in English to ‘well’
and ‘alright’. Discourse markers like pues and bueno provide cohesion in spoken interaction, and
despite the lack of attention received in second language research and classrooms, they are
important linguistic features for second language users. While several studies have addressed
discourse markers by non-native speakers, the present investigation contributed to the scarce
body of research on interlanguage discourse marker use in Spanish and to general theoretical
discussions about second language discourse marker use and acquisition by considering
discourse marker frequency in input and describing the use of pues and bueno in the
interlanguage of Spanish learners. In this investigation, frequency of use, functional range, and
functional distribution were analyzed as three distinct facets of discourse marker proficiency.
Using a native speaker functional framework established by Travis (2005) for reference,
the analyses responded to the following general questions: How do Spanish learners compare to
native speakers of Peninsular Spanish in their frequency of use, functional range, and functional
distribution of pues and bueno? How are these three variables among learners affected by a 6week, language immersion study abroad program? Finally, how do native speakers of Peninsular
Spanish and second language learners of Spanish compare in their characteristic patterns of pues
and bueno functional use? Using oral interviews of 58 non-native (L2) Spanish speakers at the
beginning and end of a program abroad and 14 native speakers (NS) of Spanish from Madrid, all
tokens of pues (N = 506) and bueno (N = 273) were analyzed according to the functional
framework (Travis, 2005). Analyses revealed infrequent L2 use of pues and bueno with a limited
range of functions and distinct functional distribution compared to NS data. Over the program
abroad, learners significantly increased their functional range of pues. No other significant
differences in learner use over the program were identified. Detailed analysis of the patterns of
use of native speakers and learners led to the identification of unique discourse marker uses in
the interlanguage of learners. These findings were discussed in light of issues of interlanguage
discourse marker use, discourse marker frequency in input, and second language instruction.
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INTRODUCTION

Language learners are faced with the enormous challenge of learning the complexities of
an entirely new communicative system. In order to achieve accurate and fluent speech that
accomplishes communicative goals, learners must acquire language at the phonetic,
morphological, syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic levels. Crucial to competence at the pragmatic
level yet often overlooked by learners and instructors are discourse markers. Discourse markers
contribute to the pragmatic meaning of utterances and are thus fundamental to the pragmatic
competence of a speaker. They allow speakers to accomplish a variety of communicative
functions specific to the given context: initiating and marking a boundary in discourse; prefacing
a response or reaction; serving as a filler or delaying tactic; holding the speaking floor; affecting
an interaction between speaker and hearer; bracketing discourse either cataphorically or
anaphorically; and marking foregrounded or backgrounded information (Müller, 2004).
Furthermore, inappropriate use of discourse markers can result in misunderstandings, difficulties
in coherent interpretation, and obstacles to interpersonal relations (Fung & Carter, 2007).
Discourse markers are directly related to learner communicative competence (Canale & Swain,
1980). According to Müller (2004), “[b]esides grammatical competence, which is the necessary
prerequisite for any communication at least to some degree, sociolinguistic, discourse and
strategic competence may all manifest themselves in the use of discourse markers” (p. 18). Ishida
(2009) underlined their importance to the development of interactional competence (Young,
1999), or the ability to participate in social interactions through the use of linguistic and other
semiotic resources.
Discourse markers have been referred to and defined in a variety of ways. In literature,
they can appear under the name of discourse marker (Pascual Escagedo, 2015; Borreguero
Zuloaga, 2017), discourse particle (Bauhr, 1994), pragmatic marker (Aijmer, 2004; Fernández,
Tapia, & Lu, 2014), pragmatic connector (Briz & Hidalgo, 1988), sequential marker (Vázquez
Carranza, 2013), and many others. According to Fraser (1999), they can be generally defined as
a class of lexical expressions drawn primarily from the syntactic classes of conjunctions,
adverbs, and prepositional phrases which, with some exceptions, signal a relationship between
the interpretation of the segment they introduce and the prior segment. For the present
investigation, discourse markers were defined as the marginal elements of a sentence whose
9

purpose in discourse is to guide, according to their distinct morphosyntactic, semantic, and
pragmatic properties, inferences that are realized in communication (Martín Zorraquino &
Portolés Lázaro, 1999, p. 4057). Discourse markers are crucial in contributing to discourse
coherence. According to Schiffrin (1987), “markers provide contextual coordinates for
utterances: they index an utterance to the local contexts in which utterances are produced and in
which they are to be interpreted” (p. 326). These marginal, indexical elements are abundant in
every language. In English, they can include well, like, so, right, and anyways, among many
others. In Spanish, they can include bueno, pues, o sea, este, and mejor dicho, again, among
many others. These elements in most cases are devoid of semantic content in and of themselves
and depend on context and sequence in interaction for their interpretation (Hellermann &
Vergun, 2007). They are considered to be syntactically independent and grammatically optional
(Schiffrin, 1987); however, this optionality only concerns grammatical well-formedness and not
the pragmatic impact of an utterance (Müller, 2004).
Given that discourse markers are not vital to the propositional content of an utterance,
they have been said to lack perceptual salience and communicative value (De la Fuente, 2009;
Hernández, 2011; VanPatten, 1996). Furthermore, despite their frequency in naturalistic input,
instructional materials have traditionally offered little explicit instruction on discourse markers
and their use (De la Fuente, 2009). As a result of their generally low salience and the little
attention that they have received in the classroom, discourse markers frequently present a
challenge for language learners. Previous literature has suggested that, despite their importance
to coherence and appropriate pragmatic performance, learners struggle to approximate native
speaker norms in the realm of spoken discourse marker usage and often display distinct patterns
of use (Aijmer, 2004; Fung & Carter, 2007; Huang, 2018; Mauffray, 2015; Pascual Escagedo,
2015).
Some research has suggested that immersion experience through studying abroad may aid
in discourse marker acquisition (Duperron & Overstreet, 2009; Ishida, 2009; Magliacane &
Howard, 2019), but little research has focused on Spanish learners or pues ‘so’ and bueno ‘well’
specifically. Neither pues nor bueno share a 1:1 translation with English, and both are
multifunctional. Pues is often translated in English to ‘well’, ‘cos (because)’, ‘then’, and
‘therefore’, and bueno is usually translated in English to ‘well’, ‘ok’, ‘alright’, or ‘anyway’
(Travis, 2005). According to Travis (2005), the functional framework used in the investigation,
10

pues has seven functions: adding information, focus device, repair, response and answer preface,
direct speech, and topic completion. Bueno has six functions: acceptance, pre-closing device,
dispreferred response preface, reorientation, correction, and direct speech (Travis, 2005). Pues
and bueno are important discourse markers to investigate because they belong to the 10 most
frequently used discourse markers in Spanish conversation (Stenström, 2006a). Additionally,
pues has been found to be considerably more frequent than bueno in Spanish (Davies, 2016). In
Davies’ (2016) Corpus del Español, pues appeared 391 times and bueno 135 times per one
million words, leading to the theoretical question of whether discourse markers varying in
frequency are utilized differently by learners and whether they are both amenable to
development during an immersion experience. Pues and bueno frequency of use and functional
use has been found to be correlated with higher levels of proficiency (Fernández et al., 2014),
making them an especially valuable resource for learners in production and comprehension.
While many investigations address discourse marker frequency of use among learners,
functional range and functional distribution have received less attention. An analysis of
frequency reveals valuable information about how often learners use discourse markers, but such
an analysis on its own obscures how they are used. The additional inclusion of functional range,
which is defined as the number of different functions for which a given discourse marker is used
by a learner, and functional distribution, which is the frequency distribution among the possible
functions of a given discourse marker, as variables of analysis allows for a variety of important
theoretical considerations related to frequency and function, including how learner discourse
marker use is or is not constrained by relative frequency in input; how immersion experiences
may differentially affect development in the areas of frequency, functional distribution, and
functional range; and whether learners use discourse markers for their own unique
communicative purposes.
The present investigation sought to contribute to the growing body of literature on second
language discourse marker acquisition and study abroad by considering theoretical questions
related to discourse marker frequency in input and how study abroad experiences may
differentially affect three distinct areas of discourse marker use: frequency, functional range, and
functional distribution. Furthermore, this investigation sought to describe the interlanguage use
of pues and bueno among learners for the purpose of improving intercultural communication
between learners and native speakers of Spanish. Interlanguage can be defined as the separate
11

linguistic system evidenced by language learners which differs systematically from both their
native and target languages (Selinker, 1972), and a thorough understanding of it is crucial to
intercultural communication.
To achieve these objectives, the discourse markers pues and bueno were examined in the
interlanguage of university learners of Spanish at the beginning and end of a 6-week, language
immersion study abroad program. Because measures of pues and bueno frequency in previous
Spanish corpora (Stenström, 2006a; Davies, 2016) did not exclude instances of non-discourse
marker uses (i.e., pues as a causal conjunction, bueno as an adjective) and often relied on written
rather than oral sources, a native speaker corpus was created to allow for more accurate
comparisons of frequency and functions of use across L2 and NS groups. Using The Second
Language Study Abroad Spanish Corpus (L2SAS) (Czerwionka, 2017) of oral interviews, the
use of the discourse markers pues and bueno in learners of Spanish was compared to that of
native speakers of the region where the learners studied abroad (i.e., Peninsular Spanish speakers
from Madrid) with the goal of observing whether and how learners depart from native speaker
norms in their use of pues and bueno (i.e., frequency of use, functional range, and functional
distribution) and whether or not learners are able to approximate native speaker norms upon
completing a short-term study abroad program.
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LITERATURE REVIEW

Before delving into the present investigation, a review of previous relevant investigations
is provided. This review encompasses background on native speaker functional usage of the
discourse markers pues and and then bueno with particular emphasis on the functional
framework used in the current investigation (Travis, 2005), interlanguage discourse marker use,
and the relationship between study abroad experiences and learner pragmatic development.
2.1

Pues
Pues, frequently translated in English to ‘so’, ‘then’, ‘cos’, and ‘well’ (Stenström, 2006b;

Travis, 2005), belongs to the ten most frequently used discourse markers in Spanish conversation
(Stenström, 2006a). According to Travis (2005), pues has also been described as being one of the
most complex discourse markers, exhibiting a broad range of discourse environment and a wide
array of functions. Its origins lie in the Latin adverb and preposition ‘post’, a temporal and
spatial adverb meaning ‘after’. Over time, it developed into a causal and consecutive conjunction
followed by a process of grammaticalization and semantic bleaching which yielded its use as a
discourse marker (Martín Zorraquino, 1991). Despite this grammaticalization, pues nonetheless
carries a notion of causality and thus functions to overtly link one aspect of the discourse to
another (e.g., Está enfermo, pues no viene ‘He’s sick, so he’s not coming’). In this way, it retains
part of its original semantic sense which continues to affect its use as a discourse marker in
important ways, where it often serves to flag the speech it accompanies as following previous
discourse (Travis, 2005). As was summarized by Stenström (2006a), the marker’s core function,
despite the plethora of classifications that exist, seems to be one of cohesion and communicative
continuity in spoken discourse. It often serves to reinforce the rhematic or thematically important
elements in an utterance or series of utterances. While it can be said to correspond to ‘well’ or
‘cos (because)’ in English, pues actually serves a much wider range of functions than the
corresponding English markers (Stenström, 2006b). In a study comparing pues in Spanish
conversation with English discourse marker equivalents, Stenström (2006b) concluded that
depending on its function, pues can be translated in English to ‘well’, ‘cos (because)’, ‘then’, or
‘therefore’. In some cases, she pointed out, there is no corresponding discourse marker at all. In a
review of four different discourse markers (i.e., bueno, o sea, entonces, and pues), Travis (2005)
13

described pues as having the broadest range of use and the widest array of functions, with nine
different discourse environments corresponding to seven different functions.
A multitude of authors have reviewed the syntactic, discourse, and pragmatic functions of
pues. Syntactically, pues serves as a connector, where it presents the discourse it accompanies as
a consequence of something previously mentioned. In this role, it has been termed an
argumentative connector (Briz & Hidalgo, 1988), a consecutive connector (Martín Zorraquino &
Portolés Lázaro, 1999), as well as a causal connector (Stenström, 2006a). As a connector, pues
functions as an adverb or conjunction, although which of the two is often unclear (Porroche
Ballesteros, 2002). An example of its syntactic use was provided by Porroche Ballesteros (2002):
Mañana no habrá clase, pues es fiesta ‘Tomorrow there will not be class, because it’s a holiday’.
Pues in this example introduces an argument (‘it’s a holiday’) in order to justify a conclusion
(‘there will not be class tomorrow’) (Porroche Ballesteros, 2002). Pues as a causal conjunction is
considered to be marginal in contemporary spoken Spanish (Travis, 2005). For example, Travis
(2005) did not encounter any tokens of pues used as a causal conjunction in her data, a collection
of 219 tokens produced by Colombian Spanish speakers. Instead, speakers expressed causal
relations with other conjunctions such as porque ‘because, ya que ‘since’, and como ‘since, as’
(Travis, 2005). Since the syntactic uses of pues are not grammatically optional and thus are not
characterized as discourse marker uses (Müller, 2004; Schiffrin, 1987), they were excluded in the
present investigation in order to favor a greater focus on pues’s functions at the discourse and
pragmatic levels.
Because the grammaticalization of pues has not been so extensive as to leave it totally
semantically bleached, its causative/consecutive sense is often retained in its use as a pragmatic
or discourse marker (Serrano, 1995). At the discourse and pragmatic levels, pues is generally
employed in order to present the speech it accompanies as new or valuable commentary in
relation to previous discourse (Martín Zorraquino & Portolés Lázaro, 1999) with the intent of
maintaining the thread or coherence of the conversation (Porroches Ballesteros, 2002). This can
be divided into various different functions which for the most part can all be linked back to the
general sense of linking elements of discourse together in order to maintain conversational
coherence. Examples of these functions are provided in the upcoming discussion of Travis’s
(2005) functional framework.
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The number of discourse/pragmatic functions identified varies by author, but some of the
most frequently cited include: turn-taker, where it serves to take, hold, or yield a speaking turn
(Briz & Hidalgo, 1988; Stenström, 2006b); conversational restarter, where it introduces an
utterance after a brief silence (Briz and Hidalgo, 1988; Stenström, 2006b); discourse/thematic
organizer, where it chunks units of information together and links what was previously said to
the present utterance (Briz & Hidalgo, 1988; Porroche Ballesteros, 2002; Stenström, 2006b);
filler/repair, where it has a stalling effect by signaling that the speaker needs more time to
formulate what he or she is going to say (Stenström, 2006b); indicator of topic transition, where
it helps the speaker go smoothly from one topic to the next (Stenström, 2006b); question or
response initiator, where it marks the speaker’s willingness to provide the requested response as
well as prefacing dispreferred or unexpected responses (Porroche Ballesteros, 2002; Quero,
2007; Stenström, 2006b); and finally, reinforcing/rhematic marker, where it reinforces the
elements that follow the discourse marker and places emphasis on the part of the theme already
introduced (Porroche Ballesteros, 2002; Stenström, 2006b).
Furthermore, and unsurprisingly, these functions have been found to vary by Spanish
dialect. Fuentes-Rodríguez, Placencia, and Palma-Fahey (2016) examined the use of pues in
informal speech among students in Seville (Spain), Quito (Ecuador), and Santiago (Chile) and
found that while turn-medial uses were frequent across all varieties, turn-initial uses were
exclusively encountered in Spain and turn-final uses were exclusively encountered in Ecuador
and Chile. They also observed that in Spain, pues appeared to fulfill a wider range of functions
(Fuentes-Rodríguez et al., 2016). Vázquez Carranza (2013) and Travis (2005) examined
Mexican and Colombian Spanish respectively and found that like Peninsular Spanish, pues in
these dialects was used turn-initially as a response and answer preface. However, unlike
Peninsular Spanish and similar to the other Latin American varieties of Spanish (i.e., Ecuadorian,
Chilean), pues was also found to be used turn-finally as a marker of topic completion (Travis,
2005; Vázquez Carranza, 2013). Finally, Zavala (2001) examined Spanish-Quechua bilinguals in
Peru and found pues in the region to have adopted evidential functions from the local indigenous
language, Quechua. Among Spanish-Quechua speakers, the discourse marker was often attached
to the end of an utterance to indicate that assumptions of shared knowledge had been disturbed.
Prior investigations make apparent that discourse markers, and pues specifically, often vary in
position and function between dialects. The present investigation focused on Spanish learners
15

who studied abroad in Madrid, Spain, and therefore a native Peninsular Spanish speaker group
was used as a baseline for comparison.
While Travis (2005) examined discourse marker use among Colombian speakers, her
framework was nonetheless adopted for the present investigation because it broadly
encompassed the functions found in the previously mentioned literature with the addition of a
function for marking the quotation of direct speech. Furthermore, Travis (2005) took her
functional classification a step further by specifying the discourse environment of each function
(i.e., position in turn, intonation contour, the nature of the preceding utterance) in order to allow
for more consistent and exhaustive classification. Through an analysis of audio recordings of
spontaneous, informal conversations amongst Colombian speakers of Spanish, Travis (2005)
identified seven principal discourse functions of pues. These consisted of adding information,
focus device, repair, prefacing a response, prefacing an answer, direct speech, and topic
completion (Table 1). Despite the prior discussion on dialectal variation, the native Peninsular
Spanish speaker data supported the functions in the framework adopted, so no additional
functions were added. Travis (2005) argued that the use of the discourse marker pues revolves
around a core sense of tying the utterance it marks to preceding discourse and that it is through
the interaction of this core meaning with discourse context that the different pragmatic functions
arise (Travis, 2005). In the paragraphs that follow, each function is summarized and
exemplified.
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Table 1. Discourse environments and functions of pues
Table adapted from Travis (2005)1
Discourse environment
Turn position Intonation Preceding utterance
Medial
complete

Medial

Other
adding info
complex sentence
following
conjunction
focus device
between
constituents
pausing, false starts Repair
response preface
answer preface
direct speech
topic completion

continuing incomplete

Initial

Function

continuing statement
question
continuing incomplete
final
complete

The adding information function is characterized as being turn-medial and following a
complete utterance. It prefaces extra information and further commentary that adds to what the
speaker has already said. In this way, it indirectly indicates to the addressee that the speaker
wishes to add information to what has been said (Travis, 2005). As a focus device, pues again
occurs turn-medially but this time following an incomplete utterance. This can occur in complex
sentences, following a conjunction, or between clausal constituents. While this use of pues
indicates that the speaker is going to say something more about what is being said, like the
adding information function, it differs in that it carries the pragmatic effect of highlighting the
upcoming material and its relationship with prior discourse (Travis, 2005). Also occurring in
turn-medial position and following an incomplete utterance is the repair function of pues. This
repair function of pues occurs when speakers try to find how to express themselves or when a
speaker needs to correct or reformulate an idea. In this context, pues is typically preceded by a
pause and flags the upcoming material as still related to prior discourse (Travis, 2005). Examples
of these three turn-medial functions of pues provided by Travis (2005) can be found in Excerpts
(1), (2), and (3).

1

Discourse environments and functions of pues. Adapted from Discourse Markers in Colombian Spanish: A Study
in Polysemy (p. 240), by C. E. Travis, 2005, Berlin: Mouton de Gruyter. Copyright 2005 by Walter de Gruyter
GmbH & Co. Adapted with permission.
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Excerpt 1: Adding information (Travis, 2005, p. 241)
1 Sara:

Esto se puede pagar mensual, o semestral, o anual. Sí?
This can be paid monthly, or six monthly, or annually. Right?

2 Angela:

Mhm.
Mhm.

3 Sara:

Pues, cuando se paga semestral o anual, se puede dar cheque o en

4

efectivo.
Pues, when you pay six monthly or annually, you can pay by check, or in
cash.

Excerpt 2: Focusing device (Travis, 2005, p. 257)
1 Paula:

Yo le pido a Dios. En – y en mis metas, yo escribo, pues, metas, y todas

2

esas.
I pray to God. In my goals, I write, pues, goals, and all that.

Excerpt 3: Repair (Travis, 2005, p. 262)
1 Patricia:

… que estaba tan de m – pues, tan en furor –
… when it was so f – pues, all the rage.

2 Angela:

Tan de moda.
So fashionable.

Unlike the previous three functions, prefacing a response and prefacing an answer are
turn-initial. The preceding utterance is either a statement or a question. The meaning in both of
these contexts is the same as the previously mentioned functions in that it indicates that the
upcoming utterance derives from what was said or asked in previous discourse. In this function,
however, pues responds to something someone else has said as opposed to that same speaker.
This can be emphatic agreement or as way of mitigating a dispreferred response. It can also be a
way of returning to a topic from which the speaker has diverged. In all of these contexts, pues
makes explicit the notion that the utterance is responding to the question or statement and is
18

stemming from prior discourse (Travis, 2005). Examples of pues employed for answer preface
and response preface are provided by Travis (2005) and can be found in Excerpts (4) and (5).

Excerpt 4: Response preface (Travis, 2005, p. 264)
1 Clara:

Mi reloj no quiere trabajar más.
My watch does not want to work anymore.

2 Angela:

Pues, cámbiese el reloj, hermana.
Pues, change the watch, sister.

Excerpt 5: Answer preface (Travis, 2005, p. 272)
1 Angela:

Te has adelgazado?
Have you lost weight?

2 Zully:

Pues, sí, ahí.
Pues, yes, a bit.

The last two functions of pues are again turn-medial and are to introduce direct speech
and to indicate topic completion. In introducing indirect or quoted speech, pues follows an
incomplete utterance. Following the same general idea as with other functions, the discourse
marker serves to link the quote to some aspect of the conversation being quoted, although the
other speaker may not be aware of this aspect. In this way, it contextualizes the quote, making it
sound more genuine by implying that the speaker was continuing on from what had been said
(Travis, 2005). Finally, in indicating topic completion, pues follows a complete utterance and
implies that the speaker has completed what he or she wanted to say. While other uses of pues
indicate that the speaker wants to say something more, final pues does the opposite by indicating
that the speaker has just said something more about the topic, and that is all they have to say
(Travis, 2005). Examples of these final two turn-medial functions of pues provided by Travis
(2005) can be found in Excerpts (6) and (7).

Excerpt 6: Direct speech (Travis, 2005, p. 276)
1 Nury:

Cuando veo que esa pelada, la pierde, le dije, no, pues, dale una oportunidad.
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When I saw that that girl was going to fail, I said to her, no, pues, give her an
opportunity.

Excerpt 7: Topic completion (Travis, 2005, p. 281)
1 Santi:

Esa señora roba,
That woman steals,

2 Angela:

Robando ahí.
Stealing away there.

3 Santi:

como un hijuepucha, pues. Esa señora tiene un Trooper grande, tiene un Swift

4

nuevecito.
Like a son-of-a-bitch, pues. That woman – has a big Trooper, a new Swift.

To summarize, pues as a discourse marker has a wide variety of syntactic, discourse, and
pragmatic functions which correspond to even more discourse environments. Authors have
organized and labeled these functions in different ways. The present investigation focused on the
functions of pues as a discourse and pragmatic marker, relying on the functions established by
Travis (2005): adding information, focus device, repair, prefacing a response, prefacing an
answer, direct speech, and topic completion. Through consideration of context and the
surrounding discourse environment, these functions were examined in the speech of native
speakers and learners of Spanish.
2.2

Bueno
Bueno, frequently translated in English to ‘well’, ‘ok’, ‘alright’, or ‘anyway’ (Travis,

2005), is also among the ten most frequently used discourse markers in Spanish conversation
(Stenström, 2006b). Like all discourse markers, bueno acquired its use as a discourse marker
through a process of grammaticalization that caused it to lose much of its lexical meaning in
favor of a structuring role at the discourse level (García & Martínez Cabeza, 2005). Nonetheless,
the discourse marker still maintains a clear link to its adjectival origin, bueno ‘good’, which can
be seen in the semantics of how it is used. According to Travis (2005), when compared to pues
and other discourse markers in Spanish, bueno can be described as having a narrower, less
generalized range of use. Because of the clear link it maintains to its adjectival source (i.e.,
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bueno ‘good’), she argued that bueno has a more tangible meaning than other discourse markers
(i.e., o sea, pues, entonces) as well as a more basic distribution. According to Travis (2005), at its
core, the meaning of bueno revolves around the notion of “saying something good” about a prior
element of discourse.
This notion of “saying something good” about prior discourse is clearly related to one of
the most widely agreed upon functions of bueno, which is to indicate acceptance, agreement, or
consent (Bauhr, 1994; Martín Zorraquino & Portolés Lázaro, 1999; Travis, 2005). In this context
bueno serves to reflect the speaker’s attitude related to prior discourse, specifically whether or
not he or she accepts or consents to what was previously said (Martín Zorraquino & Portolés
Lázaro, 1999). It can also function as a way of reinforcing the positive face of one’s interlocutor
before responses that imply some degree of opposition or disagreement or that do not fully
respond to a question (Bauhr, 1994; Serrano 1999). This, as Serrano (1999) pointed out,
represents a development away from its original positive meaning. In this case, bueno works as a
marker of contrast rather than acceptance and can be paraphrased as voy a hablar, pero no estoy
de acuerdo con lo expresado ‘I’m going to speak, but I don’t agree with what was expressed’
(Serrano, 1999, p. 123).
Bueno has also been observed to function as a pre-closing device (Bauhr, 1994; Briz,
1993; Martín Zorraquino & Portolés Lázaro, 1999), where it brings the conversation to an end.
Travis (2005) tied this pre-closing function back to its use as a marker of acceptance, explaining
that bueno in this role actually indicates acceptance of the previous conversation as a whole, thus
bringing it to a close. This idea can be extended to another frequently cited function of bueno,
which is to mark topic changes, such as introducing or closing a new topic, prefacing a
digression from the main topic, and returning to the main topic after a digression (Bauhr, 1994;
Martín Zorraquino & Portolés Lázaro, 1999; Serrano 1999). Travis (2005) framed this function
as reorientation, where the speaker makes a positive comment, encapsulated by bueno, on prior
discourse before moving on. Lastly, like pues, bueno has also been observed to function as a
preface to a direct quotation (Travis, 2005) and to serve as an indicator of communicative
breakdown or modification of something previously said (Bauhr, 1994; Briz, 1993; Martín
Zorraquino & Portolés Lázaro, 1999).
More current analyses (Hummel, 2012; Maldonado & Palacios, 2015) have departed
from the idea that bueno serves a primarily anaphoric function by “saying something good”
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about prior discourse (Travis, 2005). Instead, some have argued that bueno is “undergoing a
reanalysis where a semantic bleaching process not only loses the root meaning of ‘goodness’ but
also stops referring to the content of some anaphoric antecedent to instead move ahead in
discourse” (Maldonado & Palacios, 2015, p. 97). Hummel (2012) underlined the bidirectional
rather than solely anaphoric nature of the discourse marker, pointing out that bueno not only
serves to refer back to previous content but also introduces new information. Maldonado &
Palacios (2015), who examined Mexican Spanish specifically, extended this idea by suggesting
that a conceptual shift within bueno has occurred, where the anaphoric notion of acceptance that
was previously associated with the discourse marker has lost prominence. Instead, corrective
uses become the most frequent function, as well as uses that involve introducing new topics,
information, and discourse interactions (Maldonado & Palacios, 2015).
Despite the conceptual shift suggested by more recent analyses (Hummel, 2012;
Maldonado & Palacios, 2015), Travis’s (2005) framework was chosen for the present
investigation because it presented an exceptionally complete analysis of the functional
classifications of bueno. Travis (2005) utilized naturalistic data, took discourse environment into
consideration (e.g., position in turn, intonation contour), and provided an abundance of examples
to support the functions she cited. Furthermore, rather than simply presenting a list of the
different functions and contexts of bueno, she took the additional step of identifying and defining
the core sense which she argued underlies all uses of bueno (i.e., “saying something good”).
Through an analysis of audio recordings of spontaneous, informal conversations amongst
Colombian speakers of Spanish, Travis (2005) identified six principal discourse functions of
bueno. These were acceptance, pre-closing, dispreferred response, reorientation, correction, and
direct speech. Her framework was relied upon in the present investigation as a base framework
for Spanish native speakers’ uses of bueno and as a means of classifying non-native speaker
usage. In order to accommodate additional functional uses of bueno that were encountered in the
current data, answer preface and adding information were added to the framework. This addition
was supported by Hummel (2012) and Maldonado and Palacios’ (2015) more recent analyses of
bueno as serving both anaphoric and cataphoric functions. The function of repair was also added
as it was encountered in the current data (see Table 2 for bueno functional framework). While
Travis (2005) only encountered the repair function used in pues, the current investigation
encountered this function in both pues and bueno. In the paragraphs that follow, each function is
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summarized and exemplified using examples from Travis (2005) as well as data from the current
investigation.

Table 2. Discourse environments and functions of bueno
Table adapted from Travis (2005)2
Discourse environment
Turn position
Intonation
Initial
final/continuing
continuing
Initial/medial
Medial

final
continuing

final/continuing

Function
acceptance
pre-closing
answer preface
dispref. response
reorientation
correction
adding
information
repair
direct speech

The first of the pragmatic functions of bueno is acceptance, where it is used to express
acceptance of an offer, proposal, or statement presenting information. It responds to something
another interlocutor has said and marks that the speaker has understood and accepted the speech
act presented. As a marker of acceptance, bueno typically occurs turn-initially and with final or
continuing intonation contour. While Travis (2005) considered it to be a neutral marker of
acceptance, the context and other signals (e.g., voice quality, laughter, etc.) with which it occurs
can give rise to the appearance of reluctance or willingness/eagerness. An example given by
Travis (2005) is provided in Excerpt (8), where Speaker 2 accepts Speaker 1’s order for two
pizzas.

Excerpt 8: Acceptance (Travis, 2005, p. 88)
1 Speaker 1:

Yo encargo dos.

2

Discourse environments and functions of bueno. Adapted from Discourse Markers in Colombian Spanish: A Study
in Polysemy (p. 87) by C. E. Travis, 2005, Berlin: Mouton de Gruyter. Copyright 2005 by Walter de Gruyter GmbH
& Co. Adapted with permission.
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I’ll order two.
2 Speaker 2:

Ah bueno. Listo.
Oh, bueno. Ok.

While bueno as a marker of acceptance indicates a neutral acceptance of something the
addressee has just said, the discourse marker can also express acceptance of what has been said
in the conversation as a whole or of the fact that the conversation has taken place at all. In this
role, bueno can be said to function as a pre-closing device. As a pre-closing device, bueno is
used to move the conversation into the leave-taking phase and to give the addressee the
opportunity to mention anything relevant that hasn’t already been addressed. As with the
acceptance function, bueno as a pre-closing device occurs turn-initially with final or continuing
intonation. An example given by Travis (2005) is provided in Excerpt (9), where Speakers 1, 2,
and 3 bid each other farewell.

Excerpt 9: Pre-closing device (Travis, 2005, p. 94)
1 Speaker 1:

Faltan veinte para las tres.
It’s twenty to three.

2 Speaker 2:

Huy, vea, que estoy un rato.
Ooh, hey, I’ve been here a while.

3 Speaker 1:

Faltan… veinticinco.
It’s twenty-five to.

4 Speaker 2:

Bueno, mi querida estimada.
Bueno, my esteemed darling.

5 Speaker 3:

Bueno, Claudio, muchas gracias.
Bueno, Claudio, thank you very much.

Another solely turn-initial function of bueno is that of dispreferred response. While this
function is similar to the function of acceptance in that it is used to respond to something
someone else has said, the dispreferred response function differs in that it does not constitute a
response in itself and indicates that the primary response is to follow. As a result, it always
carries continuing intonation. In this context, bueno prefaces a response that is not what was
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desired by the addressee, which can take the form of disagreement, adding further exceptional
information, or modifying what has been said. The previously mentioned function as a marker of
acceptance allows it to be used as a mitigating device, expressing acceptance and
acknowledgment of what has been said while also indicating that it cannot be responded to in the
desired way (Travis, 2005). An example given by Travis (2005) is provided in Excerpt (10),
where Speaker 1 uses bueno to mitigate his negative evaluation of Speaker’s 2 response.

Excerpt 10: Dispreferred response (Travis, 2005, p. 97)
1 Speaker 1:

Sabes cómo le miden la edad a un árbol?
Do you know how the age of trees is measured?

2 Speaker 2:

Con el carbón catorce?
With carbon-14?

3 Speaker 1:

Bueno, también. No me acordaba de eso.
Bueno, that too. I didn’t remember that.

The next function identified by Travis (2005) was that of reorientation, which can occur
both turn-initially or turn-medially and occurs with final intonation. Bueno in its reorienting
function is broadly used to mark when one aspect of discourse has been completed and another
aspect can commence. This includes initiating a new topic, closing a topic, returning to an earlier
topic following a digression, and other kinds of breaks in conversation. This function can occur
in response to others or to the same speaker’s speech. It is similar to the acceptance function of
bueno, but in addition to marking acceptance of what has been said previously, the discourse
marker takes on the role of commenting on what is to follow. A related use of the reorientation
function, which was encountered frequently in the current investigation, is the turn-medial
expression pero bueno ‘but bueno’, which the speaker uses to mark an utterance as truthful and
accepted, yet unimportant (Bauhr, 1994). This construction, according to Travis (2005), appears
to be in the midst of a lexicalization process which fuses the two elements into one intonational
unit. The status of pero bueno as a discourse marker unit independent of bueno remains to be
thoroughly investigated; nonetheless, it has its roots in the reorientation function (Travis, 2005).
An example of bueno for reorientation provided by Travis (2005) can be observed in Excerpt 11.
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Excerpt 11: Reorientation (Travis, 2005, p. 104)
1 Speaker 1:

Mira que, este señor… Hm, parece que tiene es como un problema, o yo no sé.

2

Bueno… estaba ahorita así como, hablando solo?
Look, this man… Hm, he seems to have kind of a problem, or something.
Bueno… just now he was kind of talking to himself.

The discourse marker bueno can also be used for correction, which is the fifth function
that Travis (2005) identified. This use occurs turn-medially and with continuing intonation. It
involves self-correction, modifying what the same speaker has said, and is generally only a
partial modification. In other words, bueno does not function to totally contradict what the
speaker has said but rather to add information that slightly modifies what it follows. Oftentimes,
the modification that is made is in response to an unexpressed objection that the speaker foresees
on the basis of what they believe the addressee may say or think. This use indicates, as Travis
(2005) pointed out, “an awareness on the part of the speaker that someone might object to what
they have said, and a willingness to accept that it needs to be modified” (p. 115). An example
given by Travis (2005) is provided in Excerpt (12), where Speaker 1 uses bueno to correct
herself in response to a potential yet unvoiced objection, the objection being that while the
waters on the Caribbean coast are clearer than the Pacific, they are not totally clear.

Excerpt 12: Correction (Travis, 2005, p. 113)
1 Speaker 1:

Allá las olas son más grandes, el mar es como más alborotado, me parece a mí. Y

2

la arena – Bueno, Cartagena no es clarito, cierto?
There, the waves are bigger, the sea is like more rough, it seems to me. And the
sand – Bueno, in Cartagena the sea is not clear, is it?

While bueno for correction was used when a speaker wanted to partially modify the
content of something they had already said, the repair function was added to Travis’s (2005)
framework to accommodate uses of bueno in the current native speaker and learner data that, like
Travis’ (2005) description of pues for repair, introduced a change in wording following a
truncated utterance or to make a linguistic correction. This function was always turn-medial and
the surrounding context consisted of pauses, reformulations, and false starts. An example of
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bueno for repair taken from the native speaker data for this investigation can be seen in Excerpt
13.

Excerpt 13: Repair
1 Speaker 1:

Bueno, por qué...? Querrías participar en el programa (…)
Bueno, why…? Did you want to participate in the program (…)

2 Speaker 2:

Hombre porque hoy en día... bueno, es que en mi clase ahora en Madrid son

3

cuatro, eh?
Man because nowadays… bueno, it’s just that in my class in Madrid there’s only
four, yeah?

The seventh function identified by Travis (2005) is also shared with pues: marking direct
speech. Bueno in this function, according to Travis (2005), is a rhetorical device, helping to
contextualize the direct speech it accompanies by quoting one of the other functions identified.
As an indicator of direct speech, bueno occurs turn-medially and with final or continuing
intonation. It is usually accompanied by either the verb decir ‘to say’ or marked syntax
indicating a quotation (e.g., a verbless subject). Because bueno for direct speech actually
represents the speaker quoting someone else using bueno for one of the described functions (i.e.,
correction, reorientation, dispreferred response, etc.), it is arguably a secondary function.
Nonetheless, Travis (2005) as well as the present investigation treated bueno marking direct
speech as a distinct function since it highlights the important fact that the speech presented is
drawn from a specific discourse context. An example given by Travis (2005) is provided in
Excerpt (14), where Speaker 1 uses bueno to contextualize the direct speech she provides.

Excerpt 14: Direct speech (Travis, 2005, p. 118)
1 Speaker 1:

Por ejemplo, vos te casaste, y tu mamá dijo, bueno, les colaboro con doscientos

2

mil pesos mensulaes.
For example, you get married and your mom said, bueno, I’ll help you out with
200,000 pesos monthly.
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While Travis’s (2005) framework operated under the assumption that all functions of
bueno are anaphoric in that they “say something good” about prior discourse, more recent
analyses emphasized a conceptual shift in which bueno fulfills not only anaphoric but also
cataphoric functions (Hummel, 2012; Maldonado & Palacios, 2015). It was these recent analyses
and the current data which led to the addition of two cataphoric functions to the framework
employed in the present investigation; these consisted of bueno used for adding information and
as an answer preface. The adding information function was added on the basis of Hummel’s
(2012) description of la cara izquiera ‘the left face’ or cataphoric function of bueno. He argued
that the discourse marker not only refers back to previous content but also introduces new
information or discourse elaboration. The function of bueno to add additional information,
according to Maldonado and Palacios (2015), represents a conceptual shift where it goes from
being an “anaphoric information retriever” to a “window opener” in discourse (p. 101). As a
result, they predicted that with the increase of this function, the use of bueno for acceptance
would decrease. Bueno used for introducing new information and discourse elaboration can be
seen in Excerpt 15, where Speaker 1 states where he is from, then uses bueno to add that he has
lived here all his life. The use of bueno for adding information in Excerpt 15 from the current
data is supported by the co-ocurring use of pues for adding information.

Excerpt 15: Adding information
1 Speaker 1:

Yo soy de aquí de Madrid, de Collado Villalba en concreto y... Bueno, pues llevo

2

aquí viviendo toda la vida.
I am from here from Madrid, from Collado Villalba specifically and… Bueno,
pues I’ve spent all my life living here.
While Travis’s (2005) framework allowed for dispreferred responses, it did not allow for

those that were preferred, for example in response to questions. Bueno, when used to mark
ordinary, preferred answers to questions, was encountered often in the native speaker data set for
the current investigation, and so the function answer preface was added. Serrano (1999)
confirmed the existence of such a function, terming it introductor de respuesta ‘response
introducer’. She explained that bueno is used in this position to create cohesion between the
question and answer (Serrano, 1999), marking that the speaker intends to answer the question
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that was posed with the upcoming utterance, like the answer preface function of pues (Travis,
2005). This development of bueno for answer preface, much like adding information, seems to
represent a conceptual shift in bueno towards a more cataphoric use, where the discourse marker
is used to introduce new spheres in discourse rather than look back upon those prior. While both
bueno and pues can be used to preface responses, Raymond (2018) argued that they provide
slightly different pragmatic shades of meaning. Turn-initial pues in responsive utterances, he
argued, cast the prior turn's action as in some way problematic, whereas turn-initial bueno in
responsive utterances does not explicitly problematize the prior turn but rather accepts its terms
before departing from them (Raymond, 2018). With that being said, as was noted in the
description of functions of pues, pues used as an answer preface is found in both preferred and
dispreferred contexts. Likewise, bueno as an answer preface did not always depart from the
terms established by the question, as was implied by Travis’s (2005) dispreferred response
function. For this reason, answer preface was added to Travis’s (2005) framework in order to
account for bueno prefacing preferred answers. An example of bueno for answer preface from
the current data can be seen in Excerpt 16, where Speaker 2 uses bueno as an answer preface,
linking the question y con quién hablas inglés? ‘and with whom do you speak English?’ to her
response, a list of all of the people with whom she speaks English.

Excerpt 16: Answer preface
1 Speaker 1:

Y con quién hablas inglés?
And who do you speak English with?

2 Speaker 2:

Bueno, con mi compañera de habitación, un par de chicas que conozco en mi
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residencia, y algún compañero de clase.
Bueno, with my roommate, a few girls that I know in my dorm, and some
classmate.

Finally, while the present investigation, as well as many others (Fernández et al., 2014;
Fuentes-Rodríguez et al.. 2016; Pascual Escagedo, 2015; Travis, 2005; Vásquez Carranza; and
others) approached the classification of discourse marker tokens assuming a 1:1 correspondence
between token and function, it has also been suggested that discourse markers can fulfill multiple
functions in a single instance (Christl, 1996). Christl (1996) considered discourse markers as
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having two principal, overarching functions: communicative, which have an explicitly
communicative value, like reorientation or correction; and stalling, which serve to overcome
disfluencies in speech, primarily by filling in pauses or granting the speaker more time to
organize his or her discourse. Christl (1996) argued that some discourse markers, like bueno, can
achieve both functions simultaneously, signaling a communicative function as well as a stalling
function, granting the speaker more time to formulate an utterance. While this notion of
ambifunctionality was not incorporated into the present investigations’ quantitative analyses, it
was an important consideration in qualitative analysis.
2.3

Discourse Markers in Interlanguage
With a single discourse marker carrying such a large number of functions, one can imagine

the difficulties that language learners must face when confronted with using it appropriately.
Furthermore, as Hellerman and Vergun (2007) observed, the primary goal of most language
learners is grammatical language: the accurate usage of syntax, phonology, morphology, and
semantics so that the propositional content of one’s speech is made clear. Discourse markers,
which are characterized by syntactic independence and grammatical optionality (Müller, 2004),
are thus often overlooked. As Schmidt (1990) noted, frequency and salience determine whether
input is noticed, and only input that is noticed is made available for intake and processing.
Discourse markers, while abundant in naturalistic speech, are widely considered to lack
perceptual salience and communicative value (De la Fuente, 2009; Hernández, 2011; VanPatten,
2002). As a result, they may present a challenge to learners who may not notice them, as a result
of their low communicative value and perceptual salience. Numerous studies, mostly
concentrated on English learners, have addressed the use of discourse markers in learner
interlanguage. Overall, these have revealed that learners struggle to approximate the norms of
native speakers in employing spoken discourse markers, both in terms of frequency and function
(Aijmer, 2004; Fernández et al., 2014; Fung & Carter, 2007; Huang, 2018; Pascual Escagedo,
2015; Radice, 2012).
In an investigation of over 15 discourse markers with varying functions among Swedish
second language learners of English, Aijmer (2004) discovered that, while learners did generally
employ the same markers as native speakers, they were often used for different reasons. Nonnative speakers tended to use vague and uncertain markers to express uncertainty or hesitation as
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opposed to using them for face-saving or signaling politeness, as was common among native
speakers. Also in contrast to native speakers, learners frequently used markers as a strategy when
faced with communication problems or breakdown, and the clustering of markers was utilized as
a means of filling space in conversation (Aijmer, 2004). Like Aijmer (2004), Huang (2018) also
found learner spoken discourse marker usage to be distinct from native speaker usage. In her
investigation of the use of well among Chinese and Swedish learners of English, she observed
that neither the Chinese nor the Swedish learners approximated native-like norms in their use of
the English discourse marker well. Swedish learners overused this discourse marker, while
Chinese learners underused it. She also noted that the underrepresentation of well for attitudinal
purposes amongst the Chinese learners may cause them to be perceived as too direct in certain
contexts (Huang, 2018), an important reminder of the fact that discourse marker usage is
important not only to fluency but also to appropriate pragmatic behavior and perception.
Also using spoken corpora, Fung and Carter (2007) examined the use of a large
collection of over 20 discourse markers by Chinese learners of English compared to native
speakers of British English, specifically discussion-based interaction between peers in the
classroom. Like Huang (2018) and Aijmer (2004), they found that the learners struggled to
approximate native speaker norms. While both the native and non-native speaker groups used
discourse markers as useful interactional tools to structure and organize speech on interpersonal,
referential, structural, and cognitive levels, the Chinese learners displayed an overuse of
referentially functional markers and a relatively restricted use of others. In contrast, the native
speaker group was found to use discourse markers for a wider variety of pragmatic functions
(Fung & Carter, 2007).
Approaching the target of this investigation, Pascual Escagedo (2015) and Fernández et
al. (2014) examined spoken discourse marker use amongst second language learners of Spanish
and encountered findings similar to those in the aforementioned English learner-focused studies
(Aijmer, 2004; Fung & Carter, 2007; Huang, 2018). Pascual Escagedo (2015) used an oral
corpus to examine over 20 discourse markers with varying functions in the spontaneous
conversations of Italian students of Spanish, comparing both high and low proficiency groups.
While the highest proficiency group used a relatively greater number of discourse markers and
for a wider variety of functions, all participants tended to use those that were the most similar to
their native language. Considering pues and bueno specifically, Fernández et al. (2014)
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examined frequency and functional differences among English-speaking learners of Spanish at
two levels of proficiency, advanced and non-advanced, evaluated by means of an oral online
proficiency test. Their results indicated that proficiency level was linked to the frequency of
these discourse markers, with the higher proficiency group using pues and bueno more
frequently and for a wider variety of functions than did the lower proficiency group. Functional
use of pues was similar for both proficiency groups, with participants tending to use pues as a
thematic link marker, response marker, hesitation marker, comment marker, and reported speech
marker. The only significant functional difference between the two proficiency groups was that
examinees rated as advanced used pues as a pre-closing marker. The difference between the two
proficiency groups was more marked in the case of bueno. Advanced learners used the discourse
marker for a more diverse range of functions, employing it for six different functions (i.e.,
comment marker, hesitation marker, reformulation marker, reported speech marker, response
marker, and thematic link marker), while non-advanced learners only employed it for three (i.e.,
hesitation marker, response marker, and thematic link marker).
Radice (2012) also examined pues and bueno specifically and encountered similar results
in the oral narratives of intermediate to advanced learners of Spanish as compared to native
speakers from Colombia. His data revealed extensive use of discourse markers by native
speakers, but comparatively less use as well as less functional variety among learners.
Interestingly, the one discourse marker his learners used with native-like multifunctionality was
pues, while bueno was used with only one function: in introducing a response in discourse. This
finding departed from the idea that pues may be the most challenging for learners to acquire
because it encompasses many more functions than its English equivalent (Stenström, 2006b),
unlike bueno, which is considered to have a much more basic distribution (Travis, 2005).
Another possible consideration in understanding learner use of discourse markers in
relation to their perceptual salience is that of sentence position. According to VanPatten’s (2002)
Principles of Input Processing, learners process sentence-initial utterance elements first, followed
by sentence-final and -medial elements. This can be attributed to the limited nature of
processing resources. Since elements at the beginning of an input string are the first to which
available processing resources are applied, “if the resources are constrained then that means the
resources may be gobbled up to process that initial item(s) and may not be available for medial
items” (VanPatten, 2003, p. 27). Extending this principle to discourse markers, learners may as a
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result process sentence-initial discourse markers more easily than those in sentence-final or
medial position. If processing resources are limited, the processing of discourse markers in
sentence-medial position may be sacrificed in favor of the processing of sentence-initial or even
more communicatively valuable elements. For the discourse markers pues and bueno, this would
mean that learners would acquire the answer preface, response preface, and adding information
functions as well as other sentence-initial functions before sentence-medial and sentence-final
functions (i.e., focus device, repair, topic completion).
Similar to the notion of processing resources as cited by VanPatten (2002), the use of
discourse markers, both lexical (e.g., pues, bueno) and non-lexical (e.g., uh, um), to fill space in
conversation and in navigating communication problems has been attributed to issues of
proficiency and working memory in language learners (Fehringer & Fry, 2007). Fehringer and
Fry (2007) examined the role of working memory in the language production of bilingual
speakers who were highly proficient in both languages and found that their participants, even
with high levels of proficiency, produced more hesitation phenomena in their second language
than their first language. Furthermore, lower measures of working memory related to greater
production of hesitation phenomena (Fehringer & Fry, 2007). Lennon (1990) also examined
hesitation phenomena (i.e., filled and unfilled pauses, repetition, automatisms, etc.) and
demonstrated that, in four advanced German learners of English, the amount of hesitation
phenomena produced in the second language gradually decreased as the learners’ linguistic
proficiency increased. These findings suggest that as proficiency increases, the amount of
hesitation phenomena (often in the form of discourse markers) decreases (Lennon, 1990),
although to some extent speakers always produce more hesitation phenomena in their second
language than their first language (Fehringer & Fry, 2007).
In addition to considerations of sentence position and working memory, it also seems
plausible that the frequency or complexity of a discourse marker may impact its acquisition
among learners. Specific to the present investigation, pues and bueno have been observed to
differ in terms of frequency. While Stenström (2006a) observed similar frequencies between the
discourse markers in two small Spanish corpora (5,700 and 500,000 words), in the much larger
Corpus del Español (5.5 billion words), pues appeared 391 times and bueno 135 times per one
million words (Davies, 2016). Frequency of usage has been argued to impact learning, memory,
and perception; the more times something is experienced, the stronger it becomes in one’s
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memory and the more easily it is accessed (Ellis, 2012). According to Ellis (2012), frequency is a
crucial factor in acquisition because language rules at all levels of analysis are ultimately
“structural regularities which emerge from learners’ lifetime analysis of the distributional
characteristics of the language input” (p. 280). Given the potential frequency difference between
pues and bueno in input, the theoretical question emerges of whether discourse markers varying
in frequency are utilized differently by learners and whether they are both amenable to
development during an immersion experience.
Pues and bueno have also been suggested to differ in terms of complexity3. According to
Travis (2005), pues is in many ways one of the most complex discourse markers in Spanish,
exhibiting a broad range of discourse environments, a wide array of functions, and a high level of
generality in its semantics. This was confirmed by Stenström’s (2006b) investigation of its
functional usage as compared to its English equivalents, where she found that pues served a
much wider range of functions than its corresponding English markers. It can be translated to
‘well’, ‘cos (because)’, ‘then’, ‘therefore’, and at times it seems to have no translation at all
(Stenström, 2006b). Bueno, on the other hand, has been described as having a much more basic
distribution, given the fewer functions and discourse environments with which it is associated
(Travis, 2005). It is also semantically less generalized than other discourse markers, and
according to Travis (2005), therefore has a more tangible meaning. With that being said, some
investigations have found that learners were able to use pues in a more native-like manner than
bueno (Fernández, et al., 2014; Radice, 2012). Such findings perhaps relate to the fact that pues
is more frequent in Spanish than bueno (Davies, 2016), as well as to recent analyses of bueno in
which the discourse marker has shifted to fulfill more cataphoric functions that emerge as a
result of a semantic bleaching process (Maldonado & Palacios, 2015). Following this shift,
bueno would not only lose its more “tangible” meaning of goodness (Travis, 2005) but would
also gain more discourse environments and functions, causing it to have a less basic distribution.
The present investigation aimed to shed light on how the complexity and frequency difference
between pues and bueno may affect learner discourse marker acquisition.

Lee-Goldman (2011) uses the term “complexity” to refer to discourse markers that are multiple units combined
(i.e., yeah no, no yeah, but anyways, etc.). In the current investigation, complexity is used to refer to the extent of
generalization of the link between the discourse marker and its semantic root as well as the number of functions and
discourse environments that the discourse marker is associated with.
3
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In sum, the low perceptual salience and communicative value of discourse markers in
conjunction with their inherent multifunctionality makes them a challenge for language learners
to acquire. As a result, learners tend to use discourse markers infrequently and for a narrower
range of functions when compared to native speakers (Fernández et al., 2014; Fung & Carter,
2007; Pascual Escagedo, 2015; Radice, 2012), although overuse has been observed as well
(Huang, 2018). When learners do employ discourse markers, various tendencies have been
observed: using vague and uncertain markers to express uncertainty or hesitation as opposed to
using them for face-saving or signaling politeness (Aijmer, 2004); the use of markers as a
strategy when faced with communication problems or breakdown (Aijmer, 2004); the clustering
of markers as a means of filling space in conversation (Aijmer 2004); and the use of markers that
are most similar to one’s native language (Pascual Escagedo, 2015). Working memory has been
cited as a possible reason for the use of discourse markers as hesitation phenomena (Fehringer &
Fry, 2007; Lennon, 1990). A link between proficiency and discourse marker use has been
observed, with higher proficiency speakers using discourse markers more frequently and for a
wider range of functions (Fernández et al., 2014; Pascual Escagedo, 2015). Lastly, previous
investigations have also highlighted other factors that that may affect second language learner
discourse marker development, such as discourse marker frequency in input (Ellis, 2012),
discourse marker complexity (Travis, 2005), input processing constraints (VanPatten, 2002), and
the variable analyzed (i.e., frequency, functional range, or functional distribution).
2.4

Study Abroad and Pragmatic Development
In light of the previous sections, it becomes clear that discourse markers are both

important and challenging. These ‘optional’ words locate utterances within a larger context and
are thus crucial in contributing to discourse coherence (Schiffrin, 1987). They equip learners
with an impression of fluency that extends beyond the notion of grammatical language
(Hellerman & Vergun, 2007). With that being said, they are also known to lack perceptual
salience and communicative value (De la Fuente, 2009; Hernández, 2011; VanPatten, 1996),
making them a challenge to fully acquire even among advanced level learners. This can be seen
concretely in the numerous studies that have demonstrated learners as struggling to approximate
native speaker norms in the realm of discourse markers (Aijmer, 2004; Fernández et al., 2014;
Fung & Carter, 2007; Huang, 2018; Pascual Escagedo, 2015; Radice, 2012). The question then
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emerges: what can language instructors and learners do to aid discourse marker acquisition? One
possibility is studying abroad in a country that speaks the target language.
As Bardovi-Harlig (2013) pointed out, “[i]ntuitively, it seems that the development of L2
pragmatics—an aspect of language acquisition and use that is particularly sensitive to linguistic
and nonlinguistic context including users and place—would benefit from time in the targetlanguage environment” (p. 80). Following Krashen's Input Hypothesis (1985), Long's Interaction
Hypothesis (1996) and Swain's Output Hypothesis (1995), it seems that study abroad experiences
would be especially conducive to second language acquisition as they provide ample
opportunities for comprehensible input, negotiation of meaning, output, and linguistic feedback.
Furthermore, given that discourse markers are abundant in naturalistic input, it would seem that a
study abroad experience would provide learners with increased exposure to discourse markers
and thus greater opportunities to acquire them. With that being said, according to Schmidt
(1990), frequency and salience determine whether input is noticed, and only input that is noticed
is made available for intake and processing. As discourse markers are considered to be low in
communicative value (De la Fuente, 2009; Hernández, 2011; VanPatten, 2002), they may not be
sufficiently perceptually salient to be noticed and acquired during time abroad.
A considerable amount of research has been dedicated to the beneficial effects that study
abroad experiences have on the pragmatic development of second language learners. While not
directly related to discourse markers, speech acts in particular have received a lot of attention.
Research on English-speaking learners of Spanish has generally indicated improvement over the
course of the study abroad experience, considering speech acts such as requests, apologies, and
compliments (e.g., Czerwionka & Cuza, 2017; Félix-Brasdefer & Hasler-Barker, 2015; Shively
& Cohen, 2008). Investigations of how study abroad experience affects discourse marker
functional usage have been mixed (Ishida, 2009; Magliacane & Howard, 2019; Mauffray, 2015).
Magliacane and Howard (2019) examined the functional use of like among two learner groups
abroad (i.e. university studies and au pair employment). They found that both groups improved
their functional usage in the direction of native speaker norms. A unique feature of the study
abroad participants’ use of like was that they employed one function (i.e., hesitation) more
frequently, which Magliacane and Howard (2019) suggested may have possibly been more in
line with their conversation needs. This finding aligns with those of Aijmer (2004) who found
that discourse markers were often employed by learners as a means of filling in space and as a
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strategy when faced with communicative breakdown. Ishida (2009) also found a study abroad
experience to lead to one learner’s approximation of native speaker functional discourse marker
use. She investigated the development of the Japanese discourse marker ne ‘right?’ by a second
language learner of Japanese during a 9-month study abroad and found that as a result of the
experience, the learner’s use of ne approximated native Japanese speaker usage. She underlined
the importance of the study abroad experience to Fred’s development of the discourse marker ne,
pointing out that initially, he used ne formulaically and only in contexts that did not require finetuning toward the previous speaker’s turn, but that over the course of the study abroad
experience, he came to use it as an immediate response to the previous speaker’s turn and
became more active in pursuing and achieving aligning responses.
Mauffray (2015), on the other hand, observed mixed gains in discourse marker
development as a result of study abroad. She examined the oral narratives of ten second language
Spanish learners before and after a six-week study abroad program in Buenos Aires, specifically
examining what she perceived as possible Spanish translations of the English discourse marker
so. Like the present investigation, Mauffray (2015) classified all discourse marker tokens in the
oral interviews by function with the aim of discovering how learner discourse marker usage
compared to that of native speakers. Her results indicated that while native speakers tended to
use discourse markers for a rather even distribution of functions, learners used them as a means
of filling in gaps moreso than any other function. At the end of the program, learners used fewer
non-lexical discourse markers (i.e., uh, um). They also used discourse markers in more sentence
positions and for a slightly wider variety of functions; however, they did not improve in
frequency of discourse marker use. These findings led Mauffray (2015) to conclude that progress
in discourse marker use was minimal, although in a native speaker-like direction.
A considerable amount of literature exists suggesting that both short-term and long-term
study abroad can have a positive effect on pragmatic development. This holds true for speech
acts like requests and apologies (e.g., Czerwionka & Cuza, 2017; Félix-Brasdefer & HaslerBarker, 2015) and some discourse markers (Duperron & Overstreet, 2009; Ishida, 2009;
Magliacane & Howard, 2019). The majority of investigations on discourse markers address
frequency. Functional range and distribution have received less attention, and of those
investigations that addressed functional usage, the results have been mixed (Ishida, 2009;
Magliacane & Howard, 2019; Mauffray, 2015). As Bardovi-Harlig (1999) predicted, pragmatic
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development of “highly salient conversational functions” (p. 685), like some speech acts for
example, may very well be possible during short-term programs. The question of how discourse
markers, which are lacking in perceptual salience, fit into this picture has yet to be thoroughly
answered. This is especially true for the effect of short-term study abroad on the functional use
of discourse markers in Spanish learner interlanguage.
A number of questions are raised by the literature reviewed on pues, bueno, interlanguage
discourse marker use, and the effect of study abroad on pragmatic development. As it has been
observed that pues is more frequent than bueno in Spanish (Davies, 2016), the present
investigation sought to address whether such a potential difference in frequency in input affects
how learners acquire discourse markers, as evidenced by their frequency of use, functional range,
and functional distribution. In light of the fact that bueno has been described as having a more
basic distribution and less generalized meaning relative to pues, complexity was also considered
as a potentially determining factor in discourse marker acquisition (Travis, 2005). Given the
finding that learners tend to demonstrate unique patterns of discourse marker use which
correspond to distinct communicative needs (Aijmer, 2004; Fehringer & Fry, 2007; Pascual
Escagedo, 2015; Radice, 2012), the present investigation sought to qualitatively describe what, if
any, unique patterns manifested in learners’ functional use of two of the most frequently used
discourse markers in Spanish, pues and bueno. Such information is beneficial for intercultural
communication between learners and native speakers of Spanish.
Finally, while study abroad experiences have been widely observed to have a beneficial
effect on speech act development (Czerwionka & Cuza, 2017; Félix-Brasdefer & Hasler-Barker,
2015; Shively & Cohen, 2008), fewer investigations have addressed discourse marker
development and proficiency in all of its facets: frequency, functional range, and functional
distribution. Those that do have yielded mixed findings (e.g., Duperron & Overstreet, 2009;
Ishida, 2009; Magliacane & Howard, 2019; Mauffray, 2015). Furthermore, within these studies,
frequency and functional distribution or qualitative description of functions were the primary
measures employed. None were observed to conduct a quantitative analysis on functional range
(i.e., number of functions employed by each learner), which is a useful method of measuring
discourse marker proficiency in functional use. The present investigation sought to clarify the
effect of a short-term study abroad experience on the frequency of use, functional range, and
functional distribution of second language learners of Spanish.
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2.5

The Current Investigation
The goals of the present investigation included: comparing learner frequency, functional

range, and functional distribution of pues and bueno to that of native speakers; addressing the
efficacy of a short-term study abroad experience on learner discourse marker usage (i.e.,
frequency, functional range, functional distribution); and clarifying the functional characteristics
and patterns of use of pues and bueno in the speech of American English-speaking learners of
Spanish and native speakers of Peninsular Spanish. The three variables of frequency, functional
range, and functional distribution were selected as they represent distinct facets of proficiency in
discourse marker use. Frequency of use reflects to what extent learners are able to employ
discourse markers, functional range reflects to what extent they can be used multifunctionally by
learners on an individual level, and finally, functional distribution reflects for what functions the
discourse markers are most frequently employed. With the aim of contributing to the relatively
scarce body of literature on the topic of interlanguage functional discourse marker use and study
abroad amongst learners of Spanish, the following research questions and hypotheses guided this
investigation:
(1) How do pues and bueno frequency produced in spoken discourse by second language
learners of Spanish compare to the frequency norm of native speakers of Peninsular
Spanish? Does learner frequency change over the course of a 6-week, language
immersion study abroad program?
Hypothesis 1: Because of the low communicative value and perceptual salience of
discourse markers, learners will employ pues and bueno significantly less frequently than
native speakers. As a result of studying abroad and the opportunities for comprehensible
input, interaction, and output (Krashen, 1985; Long, 1996; Swain, 1995) often provided
therein, learners will experience an increase in frequency of use of pues and bueno.
(2) How do pues and bueno functional range as produced in spoken discourse by second
language learners of Spanish compare to the functional range norm of native speakers of
Peninsular Spanish? Does learner functional range change over the course of a 6-week,
language immersion study abroad program?
Hypothesis 2: Because of the low communicative value and perceptual salience of
discourse markers, learners will employ pues and bueno for a significantly narrower
range of functions than native speakers. As a result of studying abroad and the
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opportunities for comprehensible input, interaction, and output (Krashen, 1985; Long,
1996; Swain, 1995) often provided therein, learners will experience an increase in
functional range of pues and bueno.
(3) How do pues and bueno functional distribution as produced in spoken discourse by
second language learners of Spanish compare to the functional distribution norm of
native speakers of Peninsular Spanish? Does learner functional distribution change over
the course of a 6-week, language immersion study abroad program?
Hypothesis 3: As a result of the low saliency of discourse markers, learners will employ
pues and bueno for a distribution that is significantly different from native speakers. As a
result of studying abroad and the opportunities for comprehensible input, interaction, and
output (Krashen, 1985; Long, 1996; Swain, 1995) often provided therein, it was
hypothesized that learners will experience change in their functional distribution which
indicates development in the direction of native speaker norms.
(4) Considering the functions identified by Travis (2005) for pues and bueno, how do
native speakers of Peninsular Spanish and second language learners of Spanish compare
in their characteristic patterns of discourse marker functional use?
Hypothesis 4: As has been observed in previous literature, native speakers will use pues
in order to mark an utterance as deriving from prior discourse (Travis, 2005) and bueno
in order to mark general acceptance of prior discourse (Travis, 2005) as well as to
introduce new information (Maldonado & Palacios, 2015). Within the functions they
employ, learners will approximate the same patterns of use as native speaker; however,
they will also use discourse markers particularly often as a strategy when faced with
communication problems or breakdown (Aijmer, 2004) and as a means of filling space in
conversation in order to gain time to formulate their next utterance (Aijmer, 2004;
Fehringer & Fry, 2007; Magliacane and Howard, 2019).

In this investigation, pues and bueno were analyzed separately in order to shed light on
their distinct interlanguage uses and acquisition among learners of Spanish. Yet, comparison of
each set of results allowed for increased understanding of the issue of the impact of discourse
marker frequency on second language acquisition. Pues has been observed to be more frequent
in Spanish than bueno (Davies, 2016), and frequency has been posited to be a crucial
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determinant in second language acquisition (Ellis, 2012). Despite potential differences in
complexity between the discourse markers (Stenström, 2006b; Travis, 2005), it was hypothesized
in the present investigation that learners would use pues with greater frequency and
multifunctionality due to its greater frequency in input.
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METHODOLOGY

Data for this investigation were collected from oral student interviews at the beginning
and end of a summer, short-term study abroad program in Madrid, Spain. Oral native speaker
interviews conducted in Madrid were used as a baseline for native speaker norms. For each of
the three groups, all tokens of pues and bueno were analyzed and classified by function.
Frequency of use, functional range, and functional distribution of pues and bueno were addressed
using quantitative analysis and compared across groups in order to address differences between
native speakers and learners as well as differences between the pre- and post-interviews. The
quantitative analyses were supplemented by a qualitative analysis, which addressed the
characteristic functional patterns of use of pues and bueno among learners and native speakers.
3.1

Participants
Participants were divided into two groups. The first group of participants consisted of 14

native speakers of Peninsular Spanish from Madrid, Spain. They were 18–23 years old university
students, currently or recently enrolled in a university degree program in Madrid. Eight were
women and six men. They each had participated or were about to participate in a study abroad
experience. The population of native speakers was an ideal comparison group in several ways.
They were native speakers of Spanish from the location of the learner study abroad program,
meaning their speech likely reflected the input learners received. Considering similarities
between groups, both the native speakers and the learners were Spanish–English bilingual
speakers and both groups had or were studying abroad, which made the interview structure and
topics of conversation equally relevant to all participants and allowed the conversational
environment to remain consistent across groups.
The second group of participants consisted of 58 native English-speaking Spanish
learners. There were 41 women and 17 men, who were between 18–24 years old. All were
students at a large, public university in the Midwestern United States. The learners were majors
or minors in Spanish. On average, students had taken 7.32 years of Spanish classes during
elementary, secondary, and university levels (SD = 2.76). The age, level of university education,
study abroad experience, and oral interview environment made these two groups good,
comparable equivalents in the current study.
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Each learner of Spanish was participating in a 6-week study abroad program in Madrid,
Spain at the time of the investigation. Throughout the immersion program, students took two of
the following courses at a local university: a third year Spanish language course, a fourth year
advanced culture course in which they focused on Spanish current events and politics, and a
fourth year advanced art class. All of the courses were conducted in Spanish, and no course
included specific lessons on the use of discourse markers. Students spent nearly five hours per
day, four days per week at the university. Students lived with host families, with whom they ate
meals and interacted in Spanish. The program also included one to two weekly excursions in
Madrid or the surrounding areas, which were conducted in Spanish. In summary, the immersion
program provided an abundance of opportunities for students to use Spanish in a variety of
settings.
3.2

Instrument
The data were collected from oral interviews as part of the L2SAS corpus (Czerwionka,

2017). The interviews were semi-structured, conducted in Spanish, and consisted of six general
topics related to information about the individual, time abroad, cultural differences, development
during study abroad, and achievements during study abroad. Interviews were conducted by six
interviewers during two iterations of the summer program. Two interviewers were native
Spanish speakers from Madrid and four were superior level Spanish speakers. The native speaker
participants were interviewed once, and these interviews lasted between 10 and 30 minutes. The
Spanish learners were interviewed twice, once within the first three days and once within the last
three days of the program abroad. The learner interviews lasted between 10 and 40 minutes.
3.3

Data Analysis
Interview data were transcribed and each token of pues and bueno was identified. Each

transcription was reviewed by an additional researcher to enhance the descriptive validity. Total
words spoken by each interviewee were calculated. Fillers (e.g., uh, um), partial words (e.g., exex- excelente), and extra-linguistic information (e.g., laughter) that were present in the transcripts
were excluded from the calculation of total words. Based on this count, there were a total of
21,519 native speaker words and 211,711 learner words (L2-pre: 99,147; L2-post: 112,564).
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For the analysis of discourse markers, all non-discourse marker uses (e.g., pues as a
causal conjunction, bueno as an adjective) were excluded from analysis. Units of pues eso were
also excluded. Furthermore, in conducting frequency analyses, those learners who did not use
pues or bueno were removed from the analysis. A total of 76% of the learners (n = 44) used pues
in either or both of the interviews. Of these students, 18% of them used pues in the pre-interview
only, 27% used it in the post-interview, and 55% used it in both interviews. For bueno, 31% of
learners used this discourse marker (n = 18). Of these students, 33% used bueno in the preinterview only, 28% in the post-interview only, and 39% in both interviews. The data from these
subgroups of learners were analyzed for frequency of use, functional range, and functional
distribution. All native speaker participants used both pues and bueno.
Based on the context and content of the utterance(s) that the discourse markers
accompanied, the function of each token was identified using the frameworks of Travis (2005)
for both pues and bueno (see Tables 1 and 2 in Chapter 2 for a full review of the functions; see
Appendix A and B for classification critera). Additional functions (i.e., answer preface, adding
information, repair) were added to Travis’s (2005) framework based on more recent analyses by
Hummel (2012) and Maldonado & Palacios (2015) in order to account for their appearance in the
data. The researcher classified all instances of the two discourse markers in the data. To ensure
inter-coder reliability, 10% of the total data were coded independently by a linguist who was
trained on the functional framework of this project. The inter-coder reliability for the learner data
reached 96% agreement. For the native speaker data, the level of agreement was initially 88%
and, through discussion of discrepancies, reached 100% agreement.4
Following coding of the functions of each pues and bueno token, frequency, functional
range, and functional distribution of the discourse markers among pre-study abroad learners (L2pre), post-study abroad learners (L2-post), and native speakers (NS) were analyzed. The
frequency analysis was conducted using relative frequencies to indicate overall discourse marker

4

The main discrepancy for the native speaker data was in the classification of bueno for dispreferred response
versus answer preface. There was some confusion over whether narrative style responses, those that included
background information before reaching the crux of the response, were dispreferred because of the delay in
responding to the question. It was decided that these types of responses were not dispreferred because the delay
involved the development of the answer as opposed to the provision of not clearly related information. Furthermore,
there were also discrepancies over whether a preceding truncated utterance always indicated the correction function;
these were resolved with the addition of a repair function, which accounted for reformulation following a truncated
utterance when the content of the preceding utterance was not partially modified.
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frequency per 1,000 words (relative frequency = count of individual discourse marker/total
participant word count in interview*1,000). A relative frequency measure accounted for the
different number of words per interview among participant interviews. The functional range
analysis depended on the count of different functions employed for a given discourse marker per
interview. The functional distribution analysis was conducted using the percentage reliance on
different functions by group. Frequency, functional range, and functional distribution analyses
were supplemented by a qualitative analysis of each discourse marker function for both native
speakers and learners in order to gain additional insight into the comparative functional
characteristics and patterns of use for each group.
Frequency, functional range, and functional distribution quantitative analyses were
conducted for pues and then bueno, comparing L2-pre, L2-post, and NS groups. Statistical
analysis of the data was conducted using version 26 of the Statistical Package for the Social
Sciences (SPSS). For each discourse marker, comparing learners to native speakers, two
independent sample t-tests were conducted with discourse marker frequency as the dependent
variable and group (i.e., L2-pre and NS; L2-post and NS) as the independent variable.
Considering the effect of study abroad, a paired sample t-test was conducted with discourse
marker frequency as the dependent variable and learner group (i.e., L2-pre and L2-post) as the
independent variable. Because of multiple comparisons, Bonferroni corrections were used to
adjust for inflated alphas, using an original overall alpha of .1 and a new alpha of .03.
For functional range, comparing learners to native speakers, two independent sample ttests were also conducted with discourse marker functional range as the dependent variable and
group (i.e., L2-pre and NS; L2-post and NS) as the independent variable. Considering the effect
of study abroad, one paired sample t-test was also conducted with discourse marker functional
range as the dependent variable and learner group (i.e., L2-pre and L2-post) as the independent
variable. The same Bonferroni corrections were used in tests that examined frequency and
functional range.
For functional distribution, comparing learners to native speakers, two Chi-square tests
with an alpha of .05 were conducted with discourse marker functional distribution as the
dependent variable and group (i.e., L2-pre and NS; L2-post and NS) as the independent variable.
Because the Chi-square test cannot be employed to evaluate differences between two dependent
groups, the change in the functional distribution between the L2-pre and L2-post interviews was
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analyzed by making between group comparisons of the relative percentages for each function.
The data analysis procedures were conducted first for pues and then for bueno. Results for pues
and bueno are presented separately in Chapters 4 and 5.
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RESULTS OF PUES

Results for pues respond to research question (1) about the frequency of use, research
question (2) about functional range, research question (3) about functional distribution, and
research question (4) about characteristic patterns of functional use. Descriptive statistics, results
from statistical tests, and qualitative analysis of excerpts are presented.
4.1

Pues Frequency of Use
In total, native speakers employed 206 tokens of pues at a rate of 11.15 tokens per 1,000

words produced. The frequency of learners contrasted sharply with that of the native speaker
group. Learners produced 300 tokens (L2-pre: 117; L2-post: 183) at a rate of 1.88 tokens per
1,000 words at the beginning of the program and 2.05 tokens per 1,000 words at the end of the
program (Table 3). Both L2-pre and L2-post groups utilized considerably fewer tokens of pues in
their interviews than native speakers.

Table 3. Pues means and standard deviations for frequency of use
Pues measure
Frequency

L2-pre
M
1.88

L2-post
SD
M
SD
3.17
2.05
2.42

NS
M
11.15

SD
4.9

Comparing pues frequency of the L2-pre and L2-post groups with that of native speakers,
the results of two independent sample t-tests indicated a statistically significant difference
between L2-pre and NS (t (56) = -8.28, p < .001) and between L2-post and NS (t (56) = -9.36, p
< .001). These results indicated that learners, regardless of study abroad experience, used pues
with significantly less frequency than native speakers. Comparing the same learners at the
beginning and end of the program, the results of a paired sample t-test did not indicate
statistically significant frequency differences between L2-pre and L2-post (t (43) = -0.32, p =
0.754). This indicated that learners did not experience a significant change in pues frequency as a
result of their study abroad experience.
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4.2

Pues Functional Range
Among native speakers, the average number of pues functions employed per interview

was 4.14. The functional range of learners contrasted with that of the native speaker group. The
average number of functions employed per interview for learners was 1.16 at the beginning of
the program and 1.68 at the end of the program (Table 4). Both L2-pre and L2-post groups
utilized pues in their interviews for a more limited range of functions than native speakers.

Table 4. Pues means and standard deviations for functional range
Pues measure
Functional range

L2-pre
M
1.16

SD
1.03

L2-post
M
1.68

SD
1.48

NS
M
4.14

SD
0.77

Comparing pues functional range of the L2-pre and L2-post groups with that of native
speakers, the results of two independent sample t-tests indicated statistically significant
differences between L2-pre and NS (t (56) = -9.94, p < .001) and between L2-post and NS (t (56)
= -5.96, p < .001). This indicated that, in addition to using pues with less frequency compared to
native speakers, learners used pues for a more limited range of functions than native speakers
regardless of study abroad experience. Comparing the same learners at the beginning and the end
of the program, the results of a paired sample t-test indicated a statistically significant difference
in functional range between L2-pre and L2-post (t (43) = -2.26, p = 0.029). This indicated that
learners experienced an increase in functional range that was significant as a result of their study
abroad experience.
4.3

Pues Functional Distribution
Among native speakers, pues was predominantly used for answer preface (49%), focus

device (23%), or adding information (21%). The topic completion function was not utilized at
all, and the remaining three functions represented less than 10% of the tokens produced. Among
learners, pues was predominantly used for answer preface (L2-pre: 66%; L2-post: 46%), adding
information (L2-pre: 22%; L2-post: 23%), and repair (L2-pre: 7%; L2-post: 17%). While
learners, like native speakers, shared answer preface and adding information as two of their most
frequently employed functions, learners at the beginning of the study abroad program employed
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the answer preface function for a much higher concentration of tokens than native speakers.
Additionally, the groups differed in their third most frequently employed function. Native
speakers were found to employ the focus device function much more frequently than learners
(L2-pre: 3%; L2-post: 8%; NS: 23%), and learners were found to employ the repair function
more frequently than native speakers (L2-pre: 7%; L2-post: 17%; NS: 2%). In sum, both at the
beginning and end of the program, learners behaved much like native speakers in their use of
pues for adding information, response preface, direct speech, and topic completion; however,
they employed repair more frequently and focus device less frequently than what was observed
for native speakers. Learners also used answer preface for a much higher concentration of tokens
at the beginning of the program than native speakers. The distribution of tokens of pues among
the seven functions as utilized by learners (both pre- and post-study abroad) relative to native
speakers can be observed in Figure 1 (see Appendix C for relative frequency per function).
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Figure 1. Spanish learner and native speaker functional distribution of pues
Comparing pues functional distribution of the L2-pre and L2-post groups with that of
native speakers, the results of two Chi-square tests indicated statistically significant differences
between L2-pre and NS (X2 (6, N = 323) = 32.38, p < 0.001) and between L2-post and NS (X2 (6,
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N = 389) = 42.68, p < 0.001). This indicated that learners, regardless of study abroad experience,
employed a significantly different distribution of functions for pues than native speakers. The
differences seemed to stem from the uses of pues as a focus device, for repair, and as an answer
preface. Throughout studying abroad, learners appeared to move towards native speaker norms
in their use of focus device and answer preface, albeit slightly in the former, and away from
native speakers norms in their use of repair (see Figure 1).
4.4

Characteristic Patterns of Pues Functional Use
In addition to the quantitative analyses of pues, a detailed qualitative analysis of each

function’s characteristic patterns of use was also conducted in order to better understand how
native speakers and learners comparatively used each function. This analysis, supported by
excerpts from the data, will be provided in the following two sections on native speaker and
learner functional use of pues.

4.4.1 Native Speaker Patterns of Pues Functional Use
Answer preface was the most frequent function utilized in the native speaker data,
constituting 49% of total tokens produced. As Travis (2005) described, this function occurred
turn-initially following a question and indicated that the information presented built upon the
topic established by the preceding question. While pues in this context generally appeared to
mark the speaker’s willingness to provide the requested response (Porroche Ballesteros, 2002)
and to link the answer produced with the question posed, variation in turn position and pragmatic
effect was observed. Despite having been described as turn-initial, at times the answer preface
function was employed turn-medially, where the speaker used pues to refer back to an additional
part of the question addressed and to indicate that the utterance it accompanied responded to the
question. This use of pues was typically accompanied by a restatement of the question. Pues
used turn-initially can be seen in Excerpt 17, followed by its turn-medial use in Excerpt 18.

Excerpt 17. Native speaker pues turn-initial answer preface
1 Interviewer:

Y cómo es tu pueblo? Tu ciudad?
And what’s your town like? Your city?
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2 Diego:

Pues está bien, es tranquila, no tiene mucho movimiento, pero está bien,

3

es céntrica, está bien para los que viven lejos de la ciudad y... no sé, está

4

bien
Pues it’s good, it’s calm, it doesn’t have a lot of movement, but it’s good,
it’s central, it’s good for those that live far from the city and… I don’t
know, it’s good

Excerpt 18. Native speaker pues turn-medial answer preface
1 Interviewer:

Um. Ok, bueno, háblame un poco de ti, de tu familia, etcétera. Gustos,

2

aficiones, cuántos sois y ese tipo de cosas
Um. Ok, well, tell me a little bit about yourself, your family, etcetera.
Interests, hobbies, how many of you are there and that type of thing

3 Ignacio:

Bueno, mi familia es una familia un poco numerosa, nuclear […] y bueno,

4

pues mis aficiones, pues, lo típico, ¿No? de cada familia, salir a tomar

5

unas cañas, salir a cenar, a comer o pasar un rato en familia en casa
Well, my family is somewhat of a large family, nuclear […] and bueno,
pues my hobbies, pues, typical things, right? Like all families, going out
for beers, going out for dinner, eating or spending time with family at
home

In Excerpt 17, pues is used turn-initially to indicate that what follows addresses the
question provided by the interviewer. This can be seen in Diego’s answer in line 2, which gives
the information requested: a description of his hometown. This sort of answer preface constituted
the majority of tokens encountered in the native speaker data, where speakers used pues to
preface preferred responses to questions. In Excerpt 18, Ignacio uses pues in line 4 twice to
indicate that his utterance addresses the second part of the interviewer’s question which inquired
about his hobbies, his answer being lo típico ‘typical things’. Like Diego’s use in Excerpt 17, his
use of pues makes the shift to a slightly different topic less abrupt, as it functions to suggest that
his current utterance comes as a result of what was said in prior discourse (Travis, 2005). Again,
it is this causative link that Travis (2005) maintained as the core meaning of pues in all of its
functions.
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However, something else notable in Excerpt 18 is Ignacio’s use of the two discourse
markers bueno and pues in conjunction in lines 3 and 4. This use of bueno and pues
consecutively occurred occasionally in the native speaker data and has been observed and
explained in prior literature (Bauhr, 1994; Raymond, 2018). Bauhr (1994) suggested that the
consecutive use of bueno and pues reinforces the continuative effect between prior discourse and
the present utterance. Raymond (2018), on the other hand, emphasized the importance of the
shades of meaning provided by the discourse markers. He argued that when used in conjunction,
bueno accepts the prior turn but foreshadows structural unexpectedness of what is to come, and
pues uses this structural unexpectedness to challenge the relevance or applicability of the prior
turn. In other words, the question is accepted as valid but its relevance is challenged by the
speaker’s answer (Raymond, 2018). This interpretation can be applied to Ignacio’s use of bueno,
pues in that he accepts the question of what his hobbies are but challenges it by commenting that
they’re typical, like anyone’s hobbies, an arguably dispreferred answer which insinuates that
perhaps it was a question that ultimately did not need to be asked. In the present data, pues also
occurred alone in prefacing dispreferred responses, which Travis (2005) argued imbues the
discourse marker with a mitigating pragmatic effect. This can be observed in Excerpt 19.

Excerpt 19. Native speaker pues dispreferred answer preface
1 Interviewer:

Y que... qué elementos de la vida te gustan y no te gustan por ejemplo de

2

Italia?
And what… what elements of life do you like and not like for example in
Italy?

3 Ariana:

Pues tampoco sabría decir, porque como no lo conozco... Pero yo creo

4

que lo que más me gustaría, otra vez, la comida
Pues I wouldn’t be able to say that either, because as I’m not familiar with
it… but I think that what I would like most, again, the food

In Excerpt 19, Ariana is asked about what she likes and dislikes about Italy. While she
eventually answers the questions, she begins by providing a dispreferred response (line 3). She
asserts that because she is not familiar with Italy she can’t really say. Because pues as an answer
preface indicates that the speaker intends to answer a question, Ariana’s preface of her
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dispreferred response with the discourse marker allows her to indicate that while what follows is
not preferred, it nonetheless addresses what was asked. Because of this context, pues acquires the
pragmatic effect of mitigating. Finally, in the same way that the discourse marker is capable of
deriving the pragmatic function of mitigating from context, it is also capable of deriving an
emphatic function from context, which can be observed in Excerpt 20.

Excerpt 20. Native speaker pues emphatic answer preface
1 Interviewer:

Te han intentado robar dos veces?
They have tried to rob you two times?

2 Beatriz:

Me pone de los nervios, porque al final yo siempre me doy cuenta, y me

3

entran unas ganas de... De dar un par de gritos, pegarle una patada y

4

sacarlo del metro... ((laughter))
It drives me nuts, because at the end I always realize, and suddenly I feel
like…. like screaming at him, beating him up and kicking him out of the
metro… ((laughter))

5 Interviewer:

Qué?
What?

6 Beatriz:

No, de pegarle cuatro gritos y decirle bájate ya... sí ((laughter))
No, giving him four shouts and telling him to get off now… yes
((laughter))

7 Interviewer:

De verdad...?
Really?

8 Beatriz:

Pues sí
Pues yes

In Excerpt 20, Beatriz relays a story to the interviewer about how someone tried to rob
her on the subway. She describes what she would like to do to the man trying to rob her (lines 24), which is followed by an expression of confusion by the interviewer (line 5), to which she then
responds with a description of what she actually did (line 6). The interviewer then responds in
line 7 with a surprised request for confirmation (‘Really?’) which Beatriz responds to with an
emphatic sí ‘yes’ (line 8). Pues used in this context functions to intensify or emphasize the
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affirmative or negative response provided (Briz, 1993; Quero, 2007). In this excerpt, Beatriz uses
pues to link her affirmative answer to the question posed as well as to the description she had just
provided of her actions, thus making the affirmation emphatic.
The second most frequently employed function in the native speaker data set was that of
pues utilized as a focus device, which constituted 23% of tokens employed. This occurred turnmedially, following a syntactically incomplete utterance and in one of the following syntactic
positions: after a conjunction, between clausal constituents, or in complex sentence between the
main and subordinate clause. Pues as a focus device served to add information to what the
speaker had already said; however, unlike the adding information function, the sentence-medial
position resulted in an additional pragmatic effect of highlighting upcoming material and its
relationship with prior discourse (Travis, 2005). Pues in the three distinct focus device positions
can be observed in Excerpts 21 and 22.

Excerpt 21. Native speaker pues focus device post-conjunction
1 Interviewer:

Er. Ok, bueno, has vivido o te gustaría vivir un tiempo en otro país?
Er. Ok, bueno, have you lived or would you like to live for some time in
another country?

2 Ignacio:

Me gustaría... Me gusta, de hecho he pensado en Londres, por ejemplo.

3

Porque en Estados Unidos me sale muy caro. Y bueno pues, estar allí uno,

4

o dos meses mejorando el nivel de inglés… y... pues buscando trabajo,

5

además que me permita mantenerme esos dos meses, sin tener que tirar

6

solo de ahorros
I would like… I like, in fact I’ve thought about London, for example.
Because in the United States it’s very expensive. And bueno pues, to be
there one, or two months improving your English level… and… pues
looking for work, in addition to allowing me to stay there those two
months, without having to draw only from savings
In Excerpt 21, Ignacio responds to the interviewer’s question of whether or not he has or

would like to live abroad. He discusses the advantages of living in London, one being able to
improve his English, but then in line 4 he adds the additional benefit buscando trabajo ‘looking
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for work’ which is preceded by pues. Because this additional information is sentence-medial
following a conjunction, it can already be said to be tied to the preceding discourse, as they form
one constituent. This seemingly redundant use of the pues, then, has the pragmatic effect of
highlighting the information it accompanies and its relationship with preceding discourse
(Travis, 2005). ‘Looking for work’ in line 4 is highlighted as directly and significantly related to
the consideration of living in London (line 2). The conjunction y ‘and’ also accompanies pues in
line 3; however, because the preceding utterance is syntactically complete, this was classified as
the adding information function rather than as a focus device.

Excerpt 22. Native speaker pues focus device between clausal constituents and complex sentence
1 Interviewer:

Y qué has aprendido?
And what have you learned?

2 Marcos:

Bueno, cogí estas clases porque quería... […] quería pues, ver

3

precisamente sus programas más punteros. Pues, por ejemplo, cogí una

4

clase que es Rocket PropuIsion.
Bueno, I took these classes because I wanted… […] I wanted pues, to see
exactly their most leading programs. Pues, for example, I took a class
which is Rocket Propulsion

5 Interviewer:

Mhm
Mhm

6 Diego:

[…] Y está muy chulo, muy chulo. Y como sé que tiene más financiación y

7

más cosas pues, pues quería... por eso cogí las seis asignaturas
[…] And it’s really cool, really cool. And since I know that they have
more funding and more things pues, pues I wanted… for that reason I
took the six courses

Excerpt 22 includes two tokens of pues used as a focus device, one between clausal
constituents (line 2) and one within a complex sentence (line 7). This occurs in line 2, where
Diego highlights that what he wanted was ver precisamente sus programas más punteros ‘to see
their most leading programs’, and he highlights this point with pues he elaborates on one of the
programs related to rocket propulsion. Pues is then used in line 3 to provide an example in this
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same turn, but since it follows a syntactically complete utterance, it was classified as adding
information and not as a focus device. In addition to using pues as a focus device between
clausal constituents, Diego also uses it in a complex sentence (Excerpt 6, line 7). Travis (2005)
discussed pues used in complex sentences as linking the main and subordinate clauses in a way
that marks the main clause as a comment on the topic presented in the subordinate clause. This
can be seen in Diego’s use of pues in line 10, where he marks quería... por eso cogí las seis
asignaturas ‘I wanted… for that reason I took the six courses’ as linked to and serving as a
comment upon the topic of knowing that the rocket propulsion program has more funding.
Closely related to the focus device function and the third most frequently employed
function in native speaker interviews was pues used for adding information. This function
constituted 21% of the native speaker tokens. Adding information occurred turn-medially, and
while it was similar to the focus device function in that it added more information to what the
speaker was saying, it differed in that it occurred following a syntactically complete utterance.
As was pointed out in Excerpt 21, while positioning pues after a conjunction was a syntactic
position that was typically associated with the focus device function, pues was classified as
adding information when the conjunction preceded a syntactically complete unit as the beginning
of a new utterance. Pues for adding information, also termed a comment marker (Porroche
Ballesteros, 2002; Martín Zorraquino & Portolés Lázaro, 1999), always introduced a comment
on the already established topic of discussion and marked continuation of the same topic
(Excerpts 23 and 24).

Excerpt 23. Native speaker pues adding info
1 Interviewer:

Sí, y cómo la...? Son las relaciones familiares aquí y allí?
Yes, and how the…? Were the family relations here and there?

2 Irene:

Hombre, más o menos era... parecida quiero decir. Es que como en la

3

casa en la que estuve viviendo eran niños pequeños. Pues los niños

4

pequeños tienen mucho apego con los padres, igual que pasa aquí en

5

España.
Man, more or less it was… similar I want to say. It’s that like in the house
I was living there were small children. Pues small children have a lot of
attachment with their parents, just like here in Spain.
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Excerpt 24. Native speaker pues adding info with conjunction
1 Interviewer:

Y cómo es tú pueblo, tú ciudad?
And what is your town like, your city?

2 Jimena:

Cómo es? Bueno, pues es media de tamaño ((laughter)) No? Villalba

3

vamos. Y... Y pues no sé, no sé definirlo muy bien, la verdad
What’s it like? Bueno, pues it’s medium sized ((laughter)) Right? Villalba
that is. And… and pues I don’t know, I don’t know how to define it very
well, truthfully.

In Excerpt 23, Irene is asked about the difference in family relations between Spain and
the United States. She answers that they are mostly similar, and then in line 3 she adds a
comment about how the children in the United States appear to be just as attached to their
parents as the children in Spain. Pues, used as a preface, introduces the comment as a
continuation of the same topic of conversation. Similarly, in Excerpt 24, Jimena uses pues to
preface her answer to the question of how she would describe her hometown. She describes it as
medium sized, but then in line 3, she uses pues to introduce the comment that she is not totally
sure how to describe it. Because no sé ‘I don’t know’ is not a preferred response to a question,
pues appears to acquire a mitigating status in that it prefaces something dispreferred while
indicating that what follows is nonetheless a continuation of the established topic. While
mitigation (as well as emphasis) were pragmatic values typically acquired by pues for answer
preface and response preface, Excerpt 23 demonstrates an occasion were such a value was
present in adding information.
The remaining three functions employed were relatively infrequent. Combined they
constituted 7% of the total tokens of pues used amongst native speakers. Response preface
constituted 3% of these tokens, prefacing a response or reaction to a statement made by the
interviewer. The meaning of this function was essentially the same as that of the answer preface
function in that it indicated that the upcoming speech derived from what was said in prior
discourse (Travis, 2005). The difference between pues for response preface and answer preface
was that the response preface functioned to respond to a statement that, unlike the turn prior to
answer preface (i.e., a question), did not explicitly demand a reply. Like the answer preface
function, pues as a response preface could preface a preferred or dispreferred response as well as
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indicate emphatic agreement or disagreement. The majority (86%) of the response preface tokens
used in the present data preceded gracias ‘thanks’ or muchas gracias ‘thank you very much’ in
response to a gift or offer of information, which was extended to all of the interviewees upon
conclusion of the interview. This use of pues can be seen in Excerpt 25 in Marcos’ acceptance of
two gifts from the interviewer, one a souvenir (line 3) and the other a gift card (line 6). This
function, like the others previously mentioned, again stems from the core causal function of
pues; Marcos’ use of pues can be attributed to a general sentiment of ‘because of what happened
in prior discourse (being given a gift), I now say this (thank you)’, indicating the causal
connection between two sequentially organized parts of discourse.

Excerpt 25. Native speaker pues response preface
1 Interviewer:

Perfecto, pues para que recuerdes un poco esta experiencia te voy a dar

2

un recuerdo de Purdue.
Perfect, pues so that you remember this experience a little, I’m going to
give you a souvenir from Purdue

3 Marcos:

A pues, muchas gracias.
Ah pues, thank you very much.

4 Interviewer:

Y, una tarjeta son cinco dólares en Starbucks para que te tomes un café

5

[…]
And, a gift card it’s five dollars at Starbucks so that you can have a coffee

6 Marcos:

Pues, muchas gracias
Pues, thank you very much

Pues to mark instances of repair was also infrequent and represented 2% of the tokens.
This use of pues occurred turn-medially, following an incomplete utterance, to preface a
correction to the form of the previous utterance. The surrounding linguistic context generally
consisted of pauses, reformulation, and other repair-indicative discourse markers (e.g., o sea,
bueno) as well as a general sense that the speaker was trying to find how to express themselves.
The repair function had the important use of flagging the upcoming material as stemming from
prior discourse despite the existing delay (Travis, 2005). In other words, although the speaker,
for example Beatriz in Excerpt 26, truncates her utterance and pauses, her next utterance
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nonetheless represents a continuation of the same response. Pues in these contexts allowed the
speaker to pause and reformulate without risking continuity of what she said (Excerpt 26).

Excerpt 26. Native speaker pues repair
1 Interviewer:

Y qué es lo que aprendiste allí?
And what is it that you learned there?

2 Beatriz

((laughter)) Pues nada, simplemente hice un curso, o sea, mí curso es...

3

tercero de carrera, lo hice allí entero. Pues aprendí pues... conocí una

4

diferente cultura
((laughter)) Pues nothing, I simply did a course, or that is, my course is…
third in the degree, I did all of it there. Pues I learned pues… I became
familiar with a different culture

In Excerpt 26, Beatriz is asked about what she learned while attending a university in the
United States. In her response, Beatriz uses pues three times for three distinct functions: answer
preface in line 2 as an indication that the utterance it accompanies responds directly to what she
was asked; adding information in line 3 as an indication that she is going to add more
information to what she has already said; and repair in line 3 as an indication of reformulation
and that her utterance stems directly from what was said in prior discourse. The reformulation
use was characteristic of pues used as repair, and it was generally followed by a pause,
reformulation, and change in the information presented. Beatriz begins with a statement of what
she learned abroad, then stops and reformulates with pues. The speech that follows has a slightly
different meaning. Rather than stating that she has learned, for example, about the United States,
Beatriz changes approaches to express that she has become more familiar with a different
culture. Pues in this context allows Beatriz to signal that even though she has cut her utterance
short and is now pausing, her next utterance will nonetheless stem from what preceded it.
The last function of pues employed in the native speaker data said was pues used to
indicate direct speech, which constituted 2% of the total tokens. In this context the discourse
marker was used, as Travis (2005) described, to both mark off the quoted speech from the
current speaker’s speech as well as to contextualize the quoted speech. The speakers interviewed
rarely quoted others in their responses, which likely explains the relatively low frequency of this
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function. In Excerpt 27, Marcos uses pues in line 3 to introduce his direct quotation of companies
in the United States. Interestingly, pues as a marker of direct quotation was always included
within the intonational unit of the speech that is quoted, suggesting that it was the quoted speaker
rather than the speaker interviewed that utilized this token of pues. The inclusion of pues in
quotations gave the speech an impression of greater authenticity, as it indicated that the utterance
stemmed from something presented in prior discourse, although this prior discourse was
unavailable to the interviewer. Travis (2005) pointed out that direct speech is not truly the
primary function of pues, but rather the quotation of one of the other functions in order to make
the quote sound more realistic.

Excerpt 27. Native speaker pues direct speech
1 Interviewer:

Y qué cosas o aspectos de la vida te gustan y no te gustan de Estados
Unidos?
And what things or aspects of life do you like and not like in the United
States?

2 Marcos:

Me gusta... Me gustan las oportunidades que se dan en Estados Unidos.

3

[…] Me gusta que... que las empresas digan: "Pues, te puedo dar una...

4

una práctica verano” siendo sophomore, junior, o senior. Me gusta ese

5

tipo de... de que den oportunidades, que piensen en la gente en ese punto

6

de invertir, de... de creer, etcétera.
I like… I like the opportunities that there are in the United States […] I
like that… that companies say: “Pues, I can give you a… a summer
experience” being a sophomore, junior, or senior. I like that type of… of
giving opportunities, that they think about people at that point of
investment, of... believing, etcetera.
Finally, Travis’s (2005) last function of pues, topic completion, was not employed in the

present data set. This confirmed the findings of Fuentes-Rodríguez et al. (2016), where
Peninsular Spanish speakers used pues exclusively for turn-initial and turn-medial functions and
not for turn-final functions. Also of note were the 13 tokens of pues eso ‘so that’ that were
encountered in the native speaker data, which appeared to function as a marker of summary or
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reorientation, where speakers used eso to indicate the main idea of their prior speech. Because
pues eso has been analyzed as a variant of the discourse marker eso (Ruiz Sánchez, 2015) as well
as its own discourse marker unit independent of pues (Salameh Jiménez, 2016), tokens of pues
within pues eso constructions were excluded from the present analysis.
In summary, the native Peninsular Spanish speakers in the present investigation used
pues turn-initially and turn-medially for six functions: answer preface, focus device, adding
information, response preface, repair, and direct speech. Of these six functions, pues was used
most frequently as an answer preface (49%), focus device (23%), and for adding information
(21%). At times, pues as an answer preface and marker of adding information acquired a
mitigating pragmatic effect by virtue of preceding a dispreferred response or piece of
information. As a response preface, pues occasionally acquired the pragmatic effect of emphasis
based on context (e.g., pues sí, pues no, pues claro, etc.). In several functions (e.g., answer
preface, repair, adding information), pues occurred in conjunction with other discourse markers
(e.g., bueno, o sea, entonces). Finally, unlike Travis’s Colombian Spanish speakers, the
Peninsular Spanish speakers in the present data set did not employ pues for turn-final topic
completion at any point, which confirmed findings by Fuentes-Rodríguez et al. (2016) and
suggests that turn- and sentence-final pues functions are not typical of Peninsular Spanish.

4.4.2 Spanish Learner Patterns of Pues Functional Use
While learners’ use of pues differed from that of native speakers in frequency, functional
range, and functional distribution, their patterns of use within each function was in many ways
similar to that of native speakers. In utilizing the most frequent function among all groups,
answer preface, learners employed pues much like native speakers: turn-initially; often in
conjunction with other discourse markers, particularly bueno (i.e., bueno, pues…); prior to
dispreferred responses, making it a mitigating device; and as the emphatic preface to sí ‘yes’ or
no ‘no’. Some patterns unique to learners were the adjacent use of English discourse markers
(e.g., well) (Excerpt 28) and what appeared to be a sub-strategy of stalling, where pues had the
effect of signaling that the speaker needed more time to formulate what he or she wanted to say
(Excerpt 29).
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Excerpt 28. Learner pues answer preface with ‘well’
1 Interviewer:

Muy bien y qué clases tienes este verano?
Very good and what classes do you have this summer?

2 William (L2-pre):

Uh este verano? Uh well pues uh... ando tomando uh civilización y

3

cultura? Y ahora uh acabo de cambiar a arte en el Prado
Uh this summer? Uh well pues uh… ing taking uh civilization and
culture? And now uh I just changed to art in the Prado

In Excerpt 28, William is asked about the courses he is taking during the summer. Before
providing his answer, he confirms this question by repeating it, and then provides his answer
prefaced by pues in line 2 as is usual for this function. Interestingly, however, William also uses
well in conjunction with pues. This is reminiscent of the use of bueno and pues together for
adding information and prefacing an answer in the native speaker data (see Ignacio in Excerpt 2),
which Bauhr (1994) suggested reinforces the continuative effect of what was said previously
with the present utterance. This reinforcement of the continuative effect of pues seems to be
exactly what William accomplishes with his addition of well, linking the question of what
courses he is taking with his naming them. Additionally, the presence of hesitation phenomena,
specifically empty pauses and non-lexical discourse markers (e.g., uh), indicates that the well
pues unit may also have, as Christl (1996) defined it, an ambifunctional nature, serving both as
an answer preface and as a stalling sub-strategy.

Excerpt 29. Learner pues answer preface with stalling
1 Interviewer:

Super y si tuvieras que planear un viaje a Madrid para tus padres?
Super and if you had to plan a trip to Madrid for your parents?

2 Carrie (L2-pre):

Oh no para mis padres
Oh not for my parents

3 Interviewer:

No? ((laughter))
No? ((laughter)

4 Carrie (L2-pre):

Um um pues uh mi madre uh dice que um si me gusta mucho ella um uno

5

otro um otro vez uh qui-uh quiere um viaje
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Um um pues uh my mom uh she says that um if I like it a lot she um one
other um another time uh she wan-uh wants um a trip

In Excerpt 29, Carrie is asked about what she would plan for her parents if they were to
come to Madrid. Carrie’s reaction to the question in line 2 makes apparent what eventually is
revealed to be a misunderstanding in which Carrie understood the interviewer as asking about an
immediate rather than future trip. This is clarified later in the conversation. Regardless of the
misunderstanding, Carrie’s use of pues in line 5 is very much like William’s (Excerpt 28) use of
pues in that it is surrounded by non-lexical discourse markers (e.g., um, uh), or filled pauses as
Fehringer and Fry (2007) term them. Pues in this turn appears to work alongside these filled
pauses to give Carrie more time to formulate what she wants to say, which is that her mother
would like to take a trip to Madrid in the future. Additionally, it serves to preface the upcoming
answer, indicating that the utterance it accompanies is said because of what came previously. In
this way, again, pues is ambifunctional.
The second most frequent function of pues employed by learners was that of adding
information. Just like the native speaker group, learners used the adding information function
turn-medially and following a syntactically complete utterance. This use of pues served to add
more information to what the speaker had already said and to indicate that the present utterance
stemmed from what was said in prior discourse. As with answer preface, pues at times occurred
with other discourse markers (e.g., entonces, bueno, etc.) and after the conjunction y ‘and’ when
beginning a new utterance (Excerpt 30). Furthermore, pues as adding information was oftentimes
again ambifunctional for learners in that it included a sub-strategy of stalling, allowing the
speaker more time to formulate the information that they wanted to add in addition to marking
that what followed was directly linked to what was said previously (Excerpt 31).

Excerpt 30. Learner pues adding information with discourse marker cluster
1 Interviewer:

Y con quién hablas el español?
And who do you speak Spanish with?

2 Natalia (L2-pre):

Aquí? Hablo el español con mí familia y los otros estudiantes que hablan

3

español. A veces es difícil hablar español porque algunas personas no me

4

enter... Entendieron, y por eso es más fácil hablar inglés para que él sepa
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5

lo que estoy diciendo. Entonces, bueno pues, yo trato de hablar español a

6

una persona, pero cuando no me entendieron, yo cambio la lengua
Here? I speak Spanish with my family and the other students that speak
Spanish. Sometimes it’s difficult to speak Spanish because some people
don’t under… understand me, and because of that it’s easier to speak
English so that he understands what I’m saying. So, bueno pues, I try to
speak Spanish to a person, but when they don’t understand me, I change
the language

In Excerpt 30, Natalia is asked about who she speaks Spanish with. She provides her
answer in lines 2 and 3, but then points out in lines 3 and 4 that sometimes it is easier for her to
speak English because some people don’t understand her. In line 5, Natalia uses pues to add
information to this idea, explaining that she tries to speak Spanish but will switch languages
when someone does not understand her. Her use of pues in this context indicates a continuation
of the same topic and that she wishes to add something more deriving from previous discourse
(Travis, 2005). Interestingly, the discourse marker is also used in conjunction with two other
discourse markers: bueno and entonces ‘so’. The use of entonces in conjunction with pues for
adding information was also encountered in the native speaker group and seemed to have the
same effect as the cluster bueno pues. As was described by Bauhr (1994), bueno pues reinforces
the continuative effect of what was said previously with the present utterance. With this cluster,
Natalia reinforces the link between her present utterance, that she switches languages when
necessary, and her previous utterance, that sometimes people do not understand her in Spanish.

Excerpt 31. Learner pues adding information with stalling
1 Interviewer:

Mhm.... qué crees que piensan los estadounidenses? Sobre estas personas

2

que hablen español en Estados Unidos?
Mhm… what do you believe that American thinks? About these people
that speak Spanish in the United States?

3 Sadie (L2-pre):

Um... pues uh depende en la persona. Uh yo? Pienso que es una persona

4

en las- en los Estados Unidos que habla español? ((laughter))
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Um… pues uh it depends on the person. Uh me? I think that it’s a person
in the- in the United States that speaks Spanish? ((laughter))
5 Interviewer:

((laughter))
((laughter))

6 Sadie (L2-pre):

Um pues. Sé que otras personas. Piensen que son... ilegales todos
Um pues. I know that other people. They think that they are all… illegal

Pues for adding information was also observed to frequently carry the sub-strategy of
stalling, which can be seen in Excerpt 31. Sadie is asked what she thinks Americans think about
Spanish speakers in the United States. She begins her answer in line 3 with a dispreferred
response prefaced by a mitigating pues, explaining that the answer to the question depends on the
person. She explains that she, and by implication people like her, view Spanish speakers in the
United States as merely people who speak Spanish in the United States with no further
connotations beyond that. She then, however, adds that she is also aware that other people view
Spanish speakers in the United States as illegal. It is this additional information that she prefaces
with pues in line 6, indicating that what follows is a continuation of the same topic. The
surrounding hesitation phenomena, the preceding non-lexical discourse marker and the following
pause, indicate that Sadie’s use of pues also fulfills the role of stalling, giving her time to
formulate what she says next. This use of pues to both add information and stall simultaneously
was frequent in the learner data.
While adding information and answer preface were by far the most frequently utilized
functions of pues for learners, repair also represented a valuable resource for learners (L2-pre:
7%; L2-post: 17%; NS: 2%), particularly in the post-interviews. Repair was used at a greater rate
by learners than by native speakers, which was likely due to the greater proportion of linguistic
errors and rephrased utterances that were present in the learner data. Pues as repair was used by
learners to repair linguistic errors or reformulate a prior utterance. It was generally preceded by a
false start or truncated utterance and followed by reformulation (Excerpt 32). Pauses and nonlexical discourse markers (um, uh, er, etc.) were also characteristic of the surrounding context
and just as with answer preface, surrounding lexical discourse markers were occasionally
provided in English (e.g., well) (Excerpt 33).
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Excerpt 32. Learner pues linguistic repair
1 Interviewer:

Mhm... Y qué crees que piensan los españoles sobre los americanos?
Mhm… and what do you believe that the Spanish think about Americans?

2 Sadie (L2-pre):

((laughter)) Um... los americanos... son. Pues somos uh somos... no sé

3

perezosas? O gordas? ((laughter)) Um. Somos ricas... um no podemos...

4

um no podemos hacer cosas. Um en la manera que aquí hacen cosas?
((laughter)) Um... Americans... they are. Pues we are uh we are… I don’t
know lazy? Or fat? ((laughter)) Um. We are rich… um we can’t um we
can’t do things. Um in the same way that they do things here?

In Excerpt 32, Sadie is asked about what she thinks Spanish people think about
Americans. She begins her answer in line 2 with los americanos son ‘Americans are’, but uses
pues to repair her use of the third person plural conjugation of the verb son ‘they are’. She
reformulates and switches to the first person plural conjugation somos ‘we are’. This use of pues
as repair is evidenced by the preceding pause and following reformulation of what she wants to
say. Interestingly, while this use of pues is linguistic repair, it also appears to be repair of how
she wishes to be viewed, as forming or not forming part of the group being discussed. Despite
the following negative descriptions she provides, her repair makes clear that Sadie wishes to be
viewed as a part of the group being discussed – Americans.

Excerpt 33. Learner pues repair with discourse marker cluster
1 Interviewer:

Mhm y en los Estados Unidos hay algo que te gusta o no te gusta?
Mhm and in the United States is there something that you like or don’t
like?

2 Rick (L2-post):

Uh me gusta… uh no no me eh. Well. Pues. Me gusta la vida nocturnal en

3

los Estados Unidos uhm me gusta mi mis relaciones con mi familia pero

4

he notado aquí que... hay hay las mismas relaciones
Uh I like… uh no I don’t eh. Well. Pues. I like the night life in the United
States um I like my my relationships with my family but I’ve noticed here
that… there are there are the same relationships.
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In Excerpt 33, Rick responds to a question about what he likes and does not like about
life in the United States. He starts with two truncated utterances, first beginning to say what he
likes and then beginning to say what he does not like. In line 2, he uses pues as repair to
reformulate and state that he likes night life in the United States. This use of pues as repair is
evidenced by the preceding non-lexical (eh) and lexical discourse marker (well) and the
following pause. Just as with the answer preface, surrounding discourse markers, particularly
well, were used in English. While in answer preface and adding information, these had a
continuative effect, in the repair context, they appeared to have a stalling and repairing effect.
While repair was the third most frequently utilized function for learners, focus device was
the third most frequently utilized by native speakers (23%). Learners rarely used this function,
although they experienced a small increase from the pre-interview (3%) to the post- interview
(8%). Pues as a focus device was employed turn-medially and following a syntactically
incomplete utterance. As was explained in the native speaker results section (4.4.1), like the
adding information function, it was used to add information to what the speaker had already said;
however, because of its sentence-medial position, it had the pragmatic effect of highlighting
upcoming material and its relationship with prior discourse (Travis, 2005). When it was used by
learners, pues as a focus device followed conjunctions, particularly y ‘and’ and porque ‘because’,
and occurred between clausal constituents. It was rarely if ever encountered within complex
sentences, as was the case with the native speaker group. Like the adding information and
answer preface functions, at times pues in this context appeared to carry an element of stalling,
where speakers took the additional time to formulate their upcoming utterance. Pues as a focus
device following a conjunction and for stalling can be observed in Excerpts 34 and 35.

Excerpt 34. Learner pues focus device post-conjunction
1 Interviewer:

Mhm muy bien. Y cómo es tu familia en Estados Unidos?
Mhm very good. And how is your family in the United States?

2 Laura (L2-post):

Pues no tengo hermanos sólo mis padres pero tenemos una familia

3

extendida muy grande y. Sí. Es... bueno. ((laughter)) Mi familia es buena.

4

Uh les extraño a ellos a mis padres porque pues ahora tengo ganas de

5

regresar y pasar tiempo con mi familia y todo pero. Sí
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Pues I don’t have siblings only my parents but we have a very big
extended family and. Yeah. It’s… good. ((laughter)) My family is good.
Uh I miss them my parents because pues now I feel like returning and
spending time with my family and everything but. Yeah

In Excerpt 34, Laura is asked to describe her family. She begins her response in line 2
with pues used as a preface to her answer, wherein she explains that she is an only child and that
her family is good. She then goes on to add that she misses them because she feels like going
home and spending time with them. It is after the conjunction porque ‘because’ that she uses
pues as a focus device, highlighting the fact that her wanting to go home and spend time with her
family directly stems from both the first part of the sentence (missing her parents) and prior
discourse (her family is good). It seems like Laura may have meant to use the conjunction y
‘and’, but regardless, pues would have the same function of highlighting the upcoming portion of
the utterance.

Excerpt 35. Learner pues focus device with stalling
1 Interviewer:

En dónde las compraste?
Where did you buy them?

2 Addison (L2-post): En Sunglasses, porque yo voy a todos los tiendas y no tuvieron los
3

Wayfarers de Ray-Ban que quiero porque son clásicos y no están en moda

4

ahora y sólo tienen los círculos y los aviators y con estos... Y necesito

5

pues... Un propio tienda de gafas de sol y...
In Sunglasses, because I go to all the stores and they didn’t have the
Wayfarers from Ray-Ban that I want because they are class and they aren’t
in style now and they only have the circles and the aviators and with
these… and I need pues… my own sunglasses store and…
In Excerpt 35, the interviewer compliments Addison’s glasses and asks where she

purchased them. Addison goes on to answer the question by elaborating on how challenging it
was for her to find the exact kind of sunglasses she wanted. She concludes her response by
saying that she needs her own sunglasses store, using pues as a focus device in line 5 between
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the clausal constituents necesito ‘I need’ and un propio tienda ‘my own store’. In this way, pues
highlights ‘my own store’ as being directly linked to the prior discourse around Addison
struggling to find the exact model of sunglasses that she wants. Furthermore, the pause after pues
suggests that she may have also employed the discourse marker ambifunctionally, both as a
focus device and as a stalling strategy which allowed her more time to formulate the rest of the
utterance.
The remaining functions of pues (response preface, direct speech, and topic completion)
were used infrequently, in total 5% in the pre-interviews and 6% in the post-interviews. Pues as a
response preface, when it was used, prefaced a response to a statement or action by the
interviewer. Just as in the native speaker group, this was at times in response to receiving a gift
or compliment, where it accompanied gracias ‘thank you’. It was also used at times to preface a
dispreferred response (Excerpt 36).

Excerpt 36. Learner pues dispreferred response preface
1 Olivia (L2-post):

Uh mi hermana es- mi abuela siempre dice que mi hermana es mi opuesta
Uh my sister is- my grandma always says that my sister is my opposite

2 Interviewer:

Mhm ((laughter))
Mhm ((laughter))

3 Olivia (L2-post):

Como ella es um mucho más divertido
Like she is um a lot more fun

4 Interviewer:

Mhm tú eres divertida también ((laughter))
Mhm you are fun too ((laughter))

5 Olivia (L2-post):

Pues yo- es- soy una persona muy alegre y tengo divertido, pero ella uh

6

prefiero ir a fiestas
Pues I- it is- I am a very happy person and I have fun, but she uh prefers
to go to parties

In Excerpt 36, Olivia responds to a question about what her family is like. In lines 1 and
3, she discusses how her grandmother says her sister is her opposite because she (her sister) is
much more fun. In line 4, the interviewer disagrees, stating that Olivia is fun too. Olivia responds
to this in line 5, prefacing her response with pues, by saying that she is generally happy and has
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fun, but that she does not like to attend parties like her sister. Because her response is not in
agreement with the interviewer’s previous statement, it can be said to be dispreferred, and for
this reason pues as a preface to it acquires a mitigating effect. Interestingly, the sequence bueno
pues would also fit in this context. As Raymond (2018) pointed out, this would convey both
partial acceptance, the fact that Olivia is happy and likes to have fun, and some degree of
opposition, the fact that she doesn’t like to go to parties.
While native speakers did not use pues for topic completion at all, learners did, although
to a very limited degree. This may reflect pre-study abroad exposure to Latin American varieties
of Spanish which, unlike Peninsular Spanish, often allow turn-final uses of pues (FuentesRodríguez et al., 2016; Travis, 2005; Vázquez Carranza, 2013).Pues used for topic completion
occurred turn-medially or turn-finally and at the end of a sentence. It marked conclusion of a
particular theme or topic. Unlike native speakers, learners did not employ the discourse marker
unit pues eso in neither their pre- nor post-interviews. An example of pues used for topic
completion can be seen in Excerpt 37.

Excerpt 37. Learner pues topic completion
1 Interviewer:

Y qué opinas de la gente que has conocido de aquí en Madrid?
And what do you think about the people that you have met here in
Madrid?

2 Sadie (L2-post):

Mm? Son simpáticos… um simpáticas no sé. Um la gente típicamente…

3

tiene prisa? Pero como um personas en tiendas que he preguntada cosos

4

como “oh necesito algo como así”… son simpáticos y me ayudan pues.
Mm? They are nice… um nice I don’t know. Um people typically… are in
a hurry? But like um people in stores that I have asked things like “oh I
need something like this” … they are nice and they help me pues.

In Excerpt 37, Sadie answers a question directed at her from the interviewer about what
she thinks of the people she’s met in Madrid. She provides her answer in lines 2 through 4, and
marks her completion of both her answer and the topic in line 4 with pues. The interviewer then
demonstrates that she has understood what this pues indicates by transitioning to the next
question or topic. Finally, the last function and the least frequently employed by the learners was
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that of direct speech, where pues was used to mark the beginning of a quote taken from someone
else’s speech. This function was utilized once in the data set, which can be seen in Excerpt 38.

Excerpt 38. Learner pues direct speech
1 Interviewer:

Mhm... y en estas seis semanas? Qué has aprendido sobre ti misma? De tu

2

personalidad?
Mhm… and in these six weeks? What have you learned about yourself?
About your personality?

3 Sadie (L2-post):

[…] Um. Soy muy organizada por una razón? Y no me gusta que… a

4

veces aquí no es tan organizada. Es más como “ah pues vamos a

5

reunirnos a…a una hora? No sabemos… más tarde” y… uh no me gusta

6

tanto pero… puedo hacerlo si es necesario
[…] Um. I am very organized for a reason? I don’t like that… sometimes
here it is not so organized. It’s more like “ah pues let’s meet in… in an
hour? We don’t know… later” and… uh I don’t like that so much but… I
can do it if it’s necessary.

In Excerpt 38, Sadie answers a question about what she has learned about herself while in
Madrid. She explains that in Madrid, sometimes people are not very organized, and she gives an
example of hypothetical direct speech in line 4. She prefaces this speech with ah pues, which
gives the impression that the utterance stems from prior discourse. As was mentioned in the
native speaker results section, this use of pues is, in reality, the quotation of some other function
which is not at the listener’s disposal given that the listener does not have access to the preceding
discourse. Including pues gives an impression of greater authenticity to the quotation.
To summarize, relative to native speakers, the Spanish learners in the present
investigation used pues significantly less frequently, for a narrower range of functions, and for a
different functional distribution. Learners behaved similarly to native speakers in their frequent
use of pues for answer preface and adding information, but they differed in their elevated rate of
pues used for repair. Furthermore, they rarely employed the third most frequently utilized
function among native speakers, focus device, and they used answer preface for a much higher
concentration of functions at the beginning of the program. While learner frequency of use was
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unaffected by the study abroad experience, pues functional range experienced a significant
amount of change. Results for functional distribution were mixed, as learners approached native
speaker norms in their use of answer preface and focus device but developed away from native
speaker norms in their use of repair.
Despite the considerably lesser frequency with which they used pues and their distinct
functional range and distribution, qualitative analysis revealed that, within the functions
employed, learners behaved much like native speakers. They used pues as a mitigating element
before dispreferred responses and as a marker of emphasis within the answer preface and
response preface functions. Like native speakers, they utilized other discourse markers in
conjunction with pues (e.g., bueno, entonces) among the answer preface, repair, and adding
information functions. Despite these similarities, learner use of pues also presented unique
characteristics relative to native speakers. The English discourse marker ‘well’ was at times used
in conjunction with pues where one might expect to encounter bueno. Additionally, pues often
appeared to acquire an ambifunctional value (Christl, 1996) within the answer preface, adding
information, focus device, and repair functions, where it was used not only for the function under
which it was classified but also as a means of stalling, granting learners more time to formulate
what it is that they wanted to say.
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RESULTS OF BUENO

Results for bueno respond to research question (1) about the frequency of use, research
question (2) about functional range, research question (3) about functional distribution, and
research question (4) about characteristic patterns of functional use. Descriptive statistics, results
from statistical tests, and qualitative analysis of excerpts are presented.
5.1

Bueno Frequency of Use
In total, native speakers employed 126 tokens of bueno at a rate of 6.98 tokens per 1,000

words produced. This was less than their rate of pues usage, which was 11 tokens per 1,000
words produced. The frequency of the learners contrasted with that of the native speaker group.
Learners produced 145 bueno tokens (L2-pre: 68; L2-post: 77) at a rate of 2.17 tokens per 1,000
words at the beginning of the program and 2.07 tokens per 1,000 words at the end of the program
(Table 5). Both L2-pre and L2-post groups utilized considerably fewer tokens of bueno in their
interviews than native speakers.

Table 5. Bueno means and standard deviations for frequency of use
Bueno measure
Frequency

L2-pre
M
2.17

L2-post
SD
M
SD
3.73
2.07
3.23

NS
M
6.98

SD
5.88

Comparing bueno frequency of the L2-pre and L2-post groups with that of native
speakers, the results of two independent sample t-tests indicated statistically significant
differences between L2-pre and NS (t (30) = -2.83, p = .008) and between L2-post and NS (t (30)
= -3.02, p = .005). These results indicated that learners, regardless of study abroad experience,
used bueno with significantly less frequency than native speakers. Comparing the same learners
at the beginning and end of the program, the results of a paired sample t-test did not indicate
statistically significant frequency differences between L2-pre and L2-post (t (17) = .182, p =
.858). This indicated that learners did not experience a significant change in frequency of bueno
usage as a result of their study abroad experience.
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5.2

Bueno Functional Range
Among native speakers, the average number of functions employed per interview was

4.07. The functional range of learners contrasted with that of the native speaker group. The
average number of functions employed per interview for learners was 1.83 at the beginning of
the program and 1.67 at the end of the program (Table 6). Both L2-pre and L2-post groups
utilized bueno in their interviews for a more limited range of functions than native speakers.

Table 6. Bueno means and standard deviations for functional range
Bueno measure
Functional range

L2-pre
M
1.83

SD
2.12

L2-post
M
1.67

SD
1.82

NS
M
4.07

SD
1.64

Comparing bueno functional range of the L2-pre and L2-post groups with that of native
speakers, the results of two independent sample t-tests indicated statistically significant
differences between L2-pre and NS (t (30) = -3.26, p = .003) and between L2-post and NS (t (30)
= -3.88, p = .001). This indicated that, just as with frequency, learners used bueno for a more
limited range of functions than native speakers regardless of study abroad experience.
Considering the functional range of bueno for learners over the program, the results of a paired
sample t-test did not indicate statistically significant differences in functional range between L2pre and L2-post (t (17) = .410, p = .687). This indicated that learners did not experience a
significant change in functional range as a result of their study abroad experience.
5.3

Bueno Functional Distribution
Among native speakers, bueno was predominantly utilized for correction (25%),

reorientation (21%), adding information (21%), and answer preface (17%). The pre-closing
function was not utilized at all, likely because it was the interviewer’s role to bring the interview
to conclusion. The remaining four functions, dispreferred response, direct speech, repair, and
acceptance, in combination represented only 17% of the total tokens produced. Among learners,
bueno was predominantly used for answer preface, and this was maintained at the beginning and
end of the study abroad program (L2-pre: 30%; L2-post: 30%). At the beginning of the program,
the learners’ next most frequent functions were repair (20%) and reorientation (17%). At the end
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of the program, the learners’ next most frequent functions were dispreferred response (18%) and
correction (16%). Learners rarely employed bueno for acceptance and never employed bueno for
direct speech. The distribution of tokens of bueno among the eight functions as utilized by
learners (L2-pre- and L2-post) relative to native speakers can be observed in Figure 2 (see
Appendix C for relative frequency per function).
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Figure 2. Spanish learner and native speaker functional distribution of bueno
Comparing bueno functional distribution of the L2-pre and L2-post groups with that of
native speakers, the results of two Chi-square tests indicated statistically significant differences
between L2-pre and NS (X2 (7, N = 196) = 31.78, p < .001) and between L2-post and NS (X2 (7,
N = 203) = 22.03, p = .003). This indicated that learners, regardless of study abroad experience,
employed a significantly different distribution of functions for bueno than did native speakers.
Throughout studying abroad, learners appeared to move towards native speaker norms in their
use of correction and repair but away from native speaker norms in their use of reorientation and
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dispreferred response. At the end of the program, learners continued to overuse bueno for answer
preface and underuse bueno for adding information relative to native speakers (see Figure 2).
5.4

Characteristic Patterns of Bueno Functional Use
In addition to the quantitative analyses of bueno, a detailed qualitative analysis of each

function’s characteristic patterns of use was also conducted in order to better understand how
native speakers and learners comparatively used each function. This analysis, supported by
excerpts from the data, will be provided in the following two sections on native speaker and
learner functional use of bueno.

5.4.1 Native Speaker Patterns of Bueno Functional Use
The most frequently utilized function among the native speaker group was that of
correction (25%), where bueno was used turn-medially for self-correction in order to modify
something that same speaker has already said (Travis, 2005). While it was termed correction by
Travis (2005), she pointed out that this function is best understood as partial modification, as the
information it introduces rarely if ever totally contradicts what was said previously. Rather, it
slightly modifies the speaker’s position. This assertion was maintained in the present data set.
The information prefaced by bueno also frequently appeared to be in response to an unexpressed
objection as predicted by the speaker, either because they anticipated that their addressee might
say it or they had just become aware of it themselves (Travis, 2005). Bueno used for partial
modification can be observed in Excerpt 39.

Excerpt 39. Native speaker bueno correction with partial modification
1 Interviewer:

Cómo es tu familia?
What is your family like?

2 Beatriz:

Es súper grande. Bueno por la parte de mi madre es súper grande. Mi

3

madre tiene ocho hermanos. Son seis… son nueve hijos los de mi abuela.

4

[…] O sea, son todos de Lorca. Mi padre es hijo único, así que por el otro

5

lado, ni tengo tíos ni tengo primos, o sea, nunca me... pero me encanta

6

tener la comunidad
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It’s super large. Bueno on my mom’s side it’s super large. My mom has
eight siblings. There are 6… there are 9 children those of my grandma.
[…] Or that is, they are all from Lorca. My dad is an only child, so on the
other hand, I don’t have uncles or cousins, or that is, I never… but I love
having the community

In Excerpt 39, Beatriz is prompted to describe her family. She begins her answer in line 2
by saying that her family is very large. Immediately afterwards, she uses bueno to modify this
description by saying that her family is large on her mother’s side, but not her father’s side, as
comes to light in line 4. The use of bueno for correction was extremely common in the native
speaker data, where speakers used bueno to correct via modification rather than total
contradiction of what had been said previously.
The next most frequent function utilized by native speakers was reorientation (21%),
which as described by Travis (2005), was used for the general purpose of indicating that one
aspect of the discourse had been completed and that another could proceed. In the native speaker
data examined, native speakers utilized the discourse marker unit pero bueno ‘but well’ for 78%
of the tokens classified as reorientation (Excerpt 40). The unit pero bueno functioned to accept
the truth of something which one has just said as well as to deny its importance (Bauhr, 1994).
Interestingly, the other specific functions described by Travis (2005) like initiating and closing
topics were implemented frequently but by the interviewer rather than interviewee, which was
likely due to the fact that the interviewer was responsible for the organization and execution of
the interview. The uses by the interviewer were not included in the quantiative analysis.

Excerpt 40. Native speaker bueno reorientation
1 Interviewer:

Bueno... ((laughter)) Y qué… qué cosas, o aspectos de la vida te gustan, y

2

no te gustan de España?
Bueno… ((laughter)) And what… what things, or aspects of life do you
like, and do you not like about Spain?

3 Hilaria:

¿De España? Aspectos de la vida. Lo que más me gusta yo creo que es el

4

ambiente y la comida... Um... El tema de familiaridad de... De salir de

5

fiesta... No sé, todo eso... […] Y lo que menos, que la gente también es
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6

muy pasota. Que... Que hay muy mal... Muchos son muy maleducados y

7

eso me toca mucho la moral. En tema político también hay cosas que no

8

me interesan, y... Pero bueno, imagino que eso pasará en todos los sitios.

9

Y otra cosa mejor, el clima. El clima que hay en España es el mejor clima

10

del mundo... Y por eso se salva de todas las catástrofes reales que hay.

11

((laughter)) Entre... Bueno.
About Spain? Aspects of life. What I like most I think is the environment
and the food… Um… the theme of familiarity of… of going out
partying… I don’t know, all of that… […] And least, that the people are
also very apathetic. That… that there’s a lot of bad… many are very rude
and that bothers me morally. In the political realm there are also things
I’m not interested in, and… Pero bueno, I imagine that that happens
everywhere. And another great thing, the climate. The climate in Spain is
the best climate in the world… and for that reason it’s saved from all of
the real catastrophes there are. ((laughter)) Between… Bueno.

Three distinct tokens of bueno are observed in Excerpt 40. Firstly, while it was not
included in the quantitative analysis because it was employed by the interviewer, bueno in line 1
represents a classic case of the discourse marker’s use for reorientation to initiate a new topic. In
this context, the interviewer uses bueno to introduce the new theme of what the interviewee,
Hilaria, likes and does not like about Spain. Hilaria begins her response, which stretches from
line 3 to line 11, by describing what she likes. She then transitions to describing what she does
not like, that Spaniards are sometimes apathetic and rude as well as the political side of things, in
line 5. Following her assertion that she doesn’t like the political side of things, she uses pero
bueno in line 8 to reorient, stating that she would probably have this same feeling anywhere. Her
use of pero bueno, like the many others encountered in the native speaker data, confirm Bauhr’s
(1994) description of this unit as accepting the truth of something one has said while denying its
importance. Hilaria accepts that she is not interested in political issues in Spain, but denies this
fact’s importance by saying that she would probably experience this lack of interest anywhere,
not only in Spain. Pero bueno in this position also appears to serve as a marker of conclusion to
her description of what she dislikes about Spain, as following that utterance Hilaria transitions
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back to discussing one of the things she likes, the climate. Finally, in line 11, she uses bueno
alone as a marker of conclusion, indicating that she has said everything she wanted to say about
what she likes and dislikes about Spain. The interviewer takes this cue and moves on to the next
question.
The next two most frequently utilized functions were that of answer preface and adding
information, which were added to Travis’s (2005) framework in response to the many tokens of
bueno that appeared to fulfill these two functions. Bueno for answer preface constituted 17% of
the tokens employed and occurred turn-initially. It was employed, much like pues, in order to
create coherence between the question posed and the answer provided. It indicated that the
speech it accompanied was intended to answer the question posed immediately before it.
Similarly, the adding information function was employed, again much like pues, to create
cohesion between the speech it accompanied and that which it preceded. As adding information,
bueno introduced new information or discourse elaboration and constituted 21% of the total
tokens employed. It occurred turn-medially and sentence-medially and -initially. When bueno
occurred sentence-medially, it often followed a conjunction (e.g., y ‘and’, porque ‘because’,
entonces ‘then’). Both bueno for answer preface and adding information were also occasionally
accompanied by pues, which reinforced the continuative effect of what they accompanied
(Bauhr, 1994). As was mentioned previously, the ability of bueno to add additional information
and to preface an answer, according to Maldonado and Palacios (2015), seems to represent a
conceptual shift in the discourse marker from an “anaphoric information retriever” to a “window
opener” in discourse (p. 101). Bueno being used for adding information and answer preface can
be observed in Excerpt 41.

Excerpt 41. Native speaker bueno adding information and answer preface
1 Interviewer:

Mhm. Ah... Bueno, háblame un poco de ti, de... De tus gustos, tus

2

aficiones, tu familia
Mhm. Ah… Bueno, tell me a little bit about yourself… about your
interests, your hobbies, your family

3 Diego:

Bueno, pues, en mi familia somos... Dos hermanos, mi hermana mayor

4

veinticuatro años... e... mis padres y yo, vivimos en un piso, en... Aquí en
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5

Villalba. Y bueno yo toco en un grupo, es mi mayor ocupación ahora

6

mismo, que no trabajo ni estudio y... y eso es la cosa
Bueno, pues, in my family we are… two siblings, my older sister twenty
four years… and… my parents and I, we live in an apartments, en… here
in Villalba. And bueno I play in a group, it’s my biggest activity right
now, as I don’t work or study and… and that’s it
In Excerpt 41, although the interviewers’ tokens of bueno were not included in the

quantitative analysis, it is worth noting the use of bueno in line 1 for reorientation. The
interviewer marks that he is initiating a new topic by means of a question, the topic being
Diego’s hobbies, interests, and family. Diego uses both bueno and pues consecutively in line 3
for answer preface, marking that what he goes on to say responds to the question he received.
Then, in line 4, he uses bueno again for adding information, to add that he plays in a musical
group and that this is his biggest activity currently since he does not work or study. The use of
the conjunction y ‘and’ preceding this token of bueno supports that it is used to add additional
information. The tokens in both lines 3 and 4 for answer preface and adding information
represent bueno as a “window opener” (Maldonado & Palacios, 2015, p. 101), where the
discourse marker is used cataphorically to introduce new information.
The next most utilized function of bueno was that of dispreferred response (9%), where it
was used to preface a response to something the interviewer had said that was not ideal or
preferred in some way. This could be disagreement, adding exceptional information, or
modifying what was said. Because of bueno’s implicit notion of acceptance, its use in this
context served to mitigate or soften the dispreferred response, accepting to some extent what was
said by the interviewer while adding something potentially conflicting (Travis, 2005). In the
present data, bueno in this function often prefaced no sé ‘I don’t know’ or clarifying questions in
response to a question from the interviewer. Bueno as a dispreferred response marker in response
to the interviewer’s mispronunciation of the interviewee’s name can be seen in Excerpt 42.

Excerpt 42. Native speaker bueno dispreferred response
1 Dina:

Que suena súper diferente y no sé. Tú puedes decir... Es que ya no sé qué

2

decirte. Aquí los chicos me llaman […]
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It’s that it sounds super different and I don’t know. You can say… now I
don’t know what to say to you. Here people call me […]
3 Interviewer:

Ajá.
Uh huh.
Porque no son capaces de pronunciar […], por ejemplo.

4 Dina:

Because they’re not capable of pronouncing […], for example.
5 Interviewer:

¿Cómo es?
What is it?
[…]

6 Dina:

[…]
7 Interviewer:

[…]. Ay no ((laughter)), ay no, no ((laughter))
[…]. Oh no ((laughter)), oh no, no ((laughter))

8 Dina:

((laughter)) Bueno, casi ((laughter))
((laughter)) Bueno, almost ((laughter))

In Excerpt 42, the interviewer and Dina discuss how people often mispronounce her
name, which is not of Spanish origin. In line 5, the interviewer asks Dina to pronounce it for her,
which Dina does is line 6. In line 7, the interviewer attempts to pronounce it but her
pronunciation does not quite reach Dina’s. Both the interviewer and interviewee laugh, and Dina
tells the interviewer in line 8 that she’s almost pronounced it correctly, but not quite. She
prefaces this response with bueno, in effect mitigating it, as a preferred response would be
confirmation that the interviewer pronounced it correctly.
The final three most frequently utilized functions were that of repair, direct speech, and
acceptance. Combined they constituted only 8% of the total tokens employed in the native
speaker group. Bueno for repair, which was added to Travis’s (2005) framework because of the
instances encountered in the present data, was employed, like pues, when speakers wanted to
introduce a change in wording. Bueno for repair represented a shift in how the speaker wanted to
present the information and, like pues for repair, it allowed the speaker to indicate that while the
information is presented in a different way, the same topic is continued. Also used infrequently,
bueno for acceptance was used turn-initially in response to an utterance by the interviewer. In the
present data, it expressed acceptance of offers of information and suggestions. Lastly, bueno as a
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marker of direct speech was used to set apart quoted speech from the speaker’s. Just as with
pues, this function is perhaps best defined as a quotation of another function of bueno in order to
give the quote the impression of greater authenticity by making it sound as if it is situated in
actual discourse (Travis, 2005). Examples of bueno as it is used by native speakers for repair,
acceptance, and direct speech can be observed in Excerpts 43, 44, and 45.

Excerpt 43. Native speaker bueno correction with reformulation
1 Interviewer:

Sí, sí, sí. Y qué…? Qué cosas o aspectos de la vida te gustan, y no te

2

gustan de Estados Unidos?
Yes, yes, yes. And what…? What things or aspects of life do you like, or
not like in the United States?

3 Hilaria:

[…] La gente también es muy individual, o sea, no sé, a ver, a lo mejor es

4

que no estoy muy metida todavía en la cultura, pero no son tan… bueno,

5

el hecho de vivir aquí cada uno solo, o sea, es totalmente diferente al

6

concepto que tenemos en España de amigos, familia
[…] The people are also very individualistic, or that is, I don’t know, let’s
see, maybe it’s that I’m still not that involved in the culture, but they’re
not as… bueno, the fact of everyone living here alone, or that is, it’s
totally different from the concept we have in Spanish of friends, family

Excerpt 43 demonstrates the use of bueno for repair in which it is used to introduce a
change in wording following a truncated utterance. Hilaria is asked to talk about what things she
likes and does not like about the United States, and in line 3, she points out the individualistic
nature of Americans. In line 4, she goes on to explain that Americans are not as ‘something’ as
what she is used to, but before she arrives at what this ‘something’ is, she cuts herself off and
reformulates. Given the mitigating preface she provides in line 4 that her opinion may be a result
of the fact that she is not muy metida todavía en la cultura ‘very involved in the culture’, it
seems probable that the reason she cuts herself off before completing the utterance is because
whatever adjective she was going to use could be construed as negative or impolite (e.g., not as
warm, family-oriented, etc.). Instead of risking this, she uses bueno to reformulate and instead
explains that the notion of people living alone in the United States is very different from the
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‘friends, family’ concept she experiences in Spain. Her use of bueno allows her to reformulate
and indicate that while the information is being presented in a different way, it nonetheless is a
continuation of the same topic.

Excerpt 44. Native speaker bueno acceptance
1 Interviewer:

Tienes que hablar con […] sobre donde te vas el año que viene, porque

2

además que es que hace mucho frío, te da unos consejos […]
You have to talk with […] about where you’ll go next year, because
besides the fact that it’s cold, he’ll give you some advice

3 Dina:

Bueno... ((laughter))
Bueno… ((laughter))

Excerpt 45. Native speaker bueno direct speech
1 Beatriz:

O sea, son todos de Lorca. Mi padre hijo único, así que por el otro lado,

2

ni tengo tíos ni tengo primos, o sea, nunca me... pero me encanta tener la

3

comunidad […] Nunca jamás he tenido la discusión esa de "Bueno, es

4

que estoy más a gusto que mis primos del otro lado.” No, o sea, mis

5

primos son los que tengo por parte de mi madre y ya
Or that is, they are all from Lorca. My father an only child, so on the other
hand, I have neither uncles nor cousins, or that is, I never… but I love
having the community […] I’ve never had that discussion of “Bueno, it’s
just that I’m more comfortable with my cousins on the other side.” No, or
that is, my cousins are those that I have on my mother’s side and that’s it

In Excerpt 44, the interviewer suggests to Dina that she speak with someone about where
to live next year, and Dina accepts this suggestion in line 3 with bueno. While the function of
acceptance was extremely common in Travis’s (2005) Colombian Spanish speaker data, this was
among the least used functions in the present Peninsular Spanish speaker data set, which
supports the cataphoric conceptual shift suggested by Maldonado and Palacios (2015). In
Excerpt 45, Beatriz describes her family. Her mother has many siblings and father is an only
child, and she points in line 3 that because of this she’s never had the discussion of which side
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she is more comfortable with. In referring to this discussion, she embodies it with a direct
quotation which is prefaced and thus contextualized by bueno. While bueno presumably serves
some other function, which is unclear because the listener does not have access to what preceded
it in the quoted discourse.
In summary, the native Peninsular Spanish speakers in the present investigation used
bueno turn-initially and turn-medially for eight functions: correction (25%), reorientation (21%),
adding information (21%), answer preface (17%), dispreferred response (9%), repair (4%),
acceptance (2%), and direct speech (2%). Of these eight functions, bueno was used most
frequently for correction, reorientation, adding information, and answer preface. The high
frequency of bueno used for more cataphoric, forward-looking functions (i.e., reorientation,
adding information, and answer preface) appears to support Maldonado and Palacio’s (2015) and
Hummel’s (2012) suggestion that bueno may be undergoing a conceptual shift. Additionally,
particularly in the adding information and answer preface functions, bueno occurred followed by
the discourse marker pues, reinforcing the continuative effect of what they prefaced (Bauhr,
1994). The acceptance and direct speech functions were used extremely rarely, constituting only
4% of the total tokens employed.

5.4.2 Spanish Learner Patterns of Bueno Functional Use
While learners’ use of bueno differed from that of native speakers in frequency,
functional range, and functional distribution, their patterns of use within each function was in
many ways similar to that of native speakers. The most frequent function of bueno in both the
pre- and post-interviews, answer preface, was used by learners turn-initially in order to create
coherence between their answer and the question directed at them. As was mentioned previously,
bueno and pues were often used in conjunction for answer preface in order to reinforce the
continuative link between the question and response (Bauhr, 1994). Some patterns unique to
learners that were noted, similar to pues as an answer preface, were the use of the English
discourse marker ‘well’ in conjunction with or in place of bueno and what appeared to be a substrategy of stalling, where bueno signaled that the speaker needed more time to formulate what
he or she wanted to say. This stalling, ambifunctional use of bueno served as a useful resource to
learners in allowing them time to reflect on what they wanted to say while also indicating that
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the upcoming utterance, while delayed, followed on prior discourse (Christl, 1996; Porroche
Ballesteros, 2002). Bueno used for answer preface can be observed in Excerpts 46 and 47.

Excerpt 46. Learner bueno answer preface
1 Interviewer:

Perfecto. Y cómo es tu familia en los Estados Unidos?
Perfect. And what is your family like in the United States?

2 Harry (L2-pre):

Mi familia en los Estados Uni-... Bueno, tengo madre y un padre y un

3

hermano, que tiene 18 años, y una hermanita, que tiene 17. Mi hermano y

4

yo so- somos cerca.
My family in the United Sta-… Bueno, I have a mom and a dad and a
brother, that is 18 years old, and a little sister, that is 17. My brother and I
are- are close.

Excerpt 47. Learner bueno answer preface with pues and stalling
1 Interviewer:

Y qué has notado de las interacciones entre las personas aquí?
And what have you noticed in the interactions between people here?

2 Natalia (L2-post):

Personas en el programa o?
People in the program or?

3 Interviewer:

En el programa, en general.
In the program, in general.

4 Natalia (L2-post):

Uh, bueno, uh, pues las interacciones entre las personas nativas, yo creo

5

que las personas no prestan atención a lo que no saben como an example,

6

por ejemplo, nunca hablas a otra persona sin que conocer, sin que

7

conozca, como no hablas a un extranjero, por ejemplo.
Uh, bueno, uh pues interactions between native people, I believe that
people don’t pay attention to what they don’t know like an example, for
example, you never talk to another person with knowing, without
knowing, like you don’t talk to a stranger, for example.

Excerpt 46 represents the prototypical use of bueno for answer preface. Harry is asked by
the interviewer to describe his family, and he responds in line 2 with a partial restatement of the
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question, followed by his answer which is prefaced by bueno. Serrano (1999) posited that bueno
can be used to create cohesion between a question and answer, and this is made especially clear
by Harry’s placement of bueno directly between his restatement of the question and his answer,
which underlines the coherency of his answer in relation to what he was asked. Excerpt 47
represents a similar case, however the simultaneous use of stalling can also be observed. Natalia
is asked to describe what she has noticed about the interaction between people in Spain. First, in
line 2, she asks a question for clarification, suggesting that she may not be sure of how to answer
the question. Then, in line 4, when she begins her answer, she restates the question, prefaced by
bueno, pues, and the non-lexical discourse marker uh, all of which she appears to use to gain
time to formulate her answer. She uses the two discourse markers both to create coherence
between the question and answer (Serrano, 1999) and for stalling (Christl, 1996).
The next most frequently utilized function by learners, at least at the end of the program,
was dispreferred response, where bueno prefaced a response that was not ideal, preferred, or
expected in some way. This could be because it involved disagreement with the basis of the
question, the addition of exceptional information, or modification of what the addressee had said.
In the present data, learners used it primarily when the interviewer asked them a question and
they were unable to answer the question adequately, whether that be because they did not
understand the question, had some problem with it, or did not know the answer to it. For
example, oftentimes when students were asked to describe what they thought about Spanish
people, they explained that they had not had that much contact with very many people from
Spain, so they were not sure if they could answer the question properly. This sort of response
was typically prefaced with bueno, marking it as dispreferred and thus mitigating it. Examples of
bueno used as a dispreferred response marker when a speaker struggled to provide an answer and
when a speaker provided an answer that was unexpected can be observed in Excerpts 48 and 49.

Excerpt 48. Learner bueno dispreferred response due to lack of knowledge
1 Interviewer:

Un español qué crees que piensa sobre un americano?
A Spanish person what do you believe they think about an American?

2 Kate (L2-pre):

Uh... bueno ((laughter)). No sé. Uh... Mi... Es difícil para explicar,

3

porque la dueña de la casa tiene una mente abierta.
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Uh… bueno ((laughter)). I don’t know. Uh… my… it’s difficult to
explain, because the owner of the house has an open mind.
4 Interviewer:

Mhm.
Mhm.

5 Kate (L2-pre):

Y ella... ella... no... compartirá.
And she… she… won’t… share.

6 Interviewer:

Mhm.
Mhm.

7 Kate (L2-pre):

Sus... uh... sus... ideas de los estadounidenses u otras personas. Entonces,

8

((laughter)) entonces, no tengo un un buen idea.
Her… uh… her… ideas about Americans or other people. So, ((laughter))
so, I don’t have a a good idea.

In Excerpt 48, Kate is asked to talk about what she thinks Spanish people think about
Americans. In line 2, she begins to respond, prefacing her response with bueno as a way of
mitigating the fact that what she goes on to say is dispreferred in that it does not adequately
answer the question. Kate explains that her host mother, who presumably she has the most
contact with, is very open-minded and does not express her opinions about Americans or other
people. As a result, she finally states explicitly in line 8, she does not have a good idea or answer
for the question that was posed. This last statement in particular supports the mitigating quality
of bueno in line 2.

Excerpt 49. Learner bueno dispreferred response unexpected
1 Interviewer:

Bueno, te ha pasado algo divertido aquí en Madrid?
Bueno, has something fun happened to you here in Madrid?

2 Carmen (L2-post): Muchas cosas divertidos. Bueno, en mi opinión la clase es divertida
3

muchas veces, además hemos ido a un... a unos lugares muy interesantes

4

como... Cercedillas fue absolutamente bonita. En Indiana no tenemos

5

nada parecido a una montaña.
Many fun things. Bueno, in my opinion class is fun oftentimes,
additionally we have gone to a… to some very interesting places like…
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Cercedillas was absolutely beautiful. In Indiana we don’t have anything
similar to a mountain.

Similarly, Carmen in Excerpt 49 also uses bueno to preface a dispreferred response,
except in her case she is able to supply an answer, but it is unexpected. In line 1, the interviewer
asks Carmen if anything fun has happened to her while she has been in Madrid. Carmen
responds in line 2 first by saying that many fun things have happened, which can be classified as
a preferred response. Then, however, she states that in her opinion class is oftentimes fun. She
prefaces this statement both with bueno and hedging (en mi opinión ‘in my opinion’), both of
which indicate that she views this statement as dispreferred. This is further supported by the fact
that she goes on to give what she perceives as a more adequate answer, which is that a trip she
took to another city in Spain was interesting and beautiful.
While the function utilized most frequently by native speakers, correction, was not used
often by learners in their pre-interviews, they increased their use by 10% in the post-program
interview. Bueno in this context was used turn-medially for self-correction, modifying in some
way what the speaker had said previously. As with native speakers, this was used only for partial
modification, and the speech it accompanied never totally contradicted what had been said
previously. Oftentimes this seemed to occur in response to an unexpressed or unvoiced objection
that the speaker foresaw the addressee as potentially making or in response to something
exceptional that had just entered the speaker’s mind. As with pues, learners also appeared to use
bueno at times not only for correction but as a way of stalling, which bought them time to
formulate what they wanted to stay. The use of bueno for correction involving partial
modification and the accompanying use of English discourse markers can be observed in
Excerpts 50 and 51.

Excerpt 50. Learner bueno correction partial modification
1 Interviewer:

De verdad? Y dime, qué elementos de la vida española te gustan?
Really? And tell me, what elements of Spanish life do you like?

2 Samantha (L2-post): Me gusta acá que todo el mundo es tu amigo aquí, es decir, que tú puedes
3

hablar con cualquier persona y no pasa nada, de cualquier tema. Bueno,

4

de algunos no, pero de la mayoría, sí.
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I like here that the entire world is your friend here, that’s to say, that you
can speak with any person and nothing happens, about any topic. Bueno,
about some no, but the majority, yes.
In Excerpt 50, Samantha answers the interviewer’s question of what she likes about
Spanish life. In line 2, she explains she likes that everyone seems to be her friend in Spain and
that she can talk to anyone about anything without having to worry about something bad
happening. Immediately after this statement in line 3, she uses bueno to partially modify this
assertion, saying that some topics you cannot talk about, but the majority you can. As with nearly
all of the cases of bueno used for correction among native speaker and learners, Samantha’s use
of bueno represents a partial modification. Furthermore, it seems to be in response to an
unexpressed objection, the idea that not all topics are appropriate for discussion in Spanish
culture, which could potentially be made by the addressee.

Excerpt 51. Learner bueno with English well
1 Interviewer:

Qué piensan los americanos sobre estas personas?
What do Americans think about these people?

2 Emily (L2-post):

Um, well, las personas que hablan español-well, muchas de las personas

3

que hablan español en los Estados Unidos son de México y hay muchos

4

estereotipos negativos porque todos los well no-bueno, no todos, muchos

5

de los americanos piensan que las personas que hablan español son

6

inmigrantes ilegales […]
Um, well, people that speak Spanish-well, many of the people that speak
Spanish in the United States are from Mexico and there are a lot of
negative stereotypes because all of the well no- bueno, not all, many of
the Americans think that people that speak Spanish are illegal immigrants.
It is also interesting to point out learners’ use of the discourse marker well in conjunction

with or in place of bueno, which can be seen in Excerpt 51. Emily, in responding to a question
about what Americans think about Spanish speakers in the United States, uses well three times
and only on the third time switches to bueno, suggesting that she may be in some intermediate
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phase between being able to use the English discourse marker well and acquiring its Spanish
equivalent. In line 1, she uses well first to preface her answer to the question, which is that many
Spanish speakers are from Mexico and that Americans tend to hold the stereotype that these
people are illegal immigrants. She then uses well again to correct her generalization that Spanish
speakers in the United States are from Mexico, reformulating the utterance to include muchas de
las personas ‘many people’. On her third use of well, where she makes a very similar
modification by correcting her generalization of ‘all’ Americans to ‘many’, she switches to
bueno. She appears to have consciously or subconsciously remembered that bueno can be
utilized in the same way that she had been utilizing well. Learners used well in their interviews
often, which may partially explain their relatively reduced frequency of bueno.
Somewhat similar to correction, bueno was also used for repair, where it frequently
followed truncated utterances and accompanied some sort of reformulation. In these instances,
speakers reformulated mid-utterance in order to change the course of what they wanted to say
and to introduce this corresponding change in wording. Because of this change, the new
utterance did not continue directly from the utterance it followed. This use of bueno, like pues
for repair, occurred between the truncated utterance, and the change in wording allowed the
speaker to indicate that, while the information was presented in a different way, what followed
represented a continuation of the same topic (Travis, 2005). Bueno for repair was the second
most frequently used function by L2-pre learners, but this use decreased considerably in the
direction of native speaker norms in the post-program interview.

Excerpt 52. Learner bueno repair
1 Interviewer:

Muy bien, muy bien. Eh, y, y, qué has aprendido en tus clases?
Very good, very good. Eh, and, and, what have you learned in your
classes?

2 Gary (L2-post):

Uhh, bueno, he aprendido, bueno, uh… antes de este viaje, no sabía nada

3

sobre el arte, entonces, he aprendido mucho de este programa.
Uhh, bueno, I have learned, bueno, uh... Before this trip, I didn’t know
anything about art, so, I have learned a lot from this program.
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In Excerpt 52, Gary employs bueno both for repair and stalling. In responding to the
question of what he has learned in his classes, he begins in line 2 with he aprendido ‘I have
learned’, but then employs bueno, pauses, and reformulates to include that before the program he
did not know anything about art. The occurrence of bueno after the truncated utterance marks his
correction of what he wants to say. It also, like pues for many learners, appears to acquire a
stalling value, where it functions not only to mark correction but also to buy the learner more
time in formulating what he wants to say. This is supported by the surrounding pauses and nonlexical discourse maker, uh. Also notable is the use of bueno at the beginning of line 2 as an
answer preface, where he marks that he will begin answering the question.
In addition to sharing the repair and answer preface functions, bueno, like pues, was also
employed for adding information. This occurred turn-medially or turn-initially, where speakers
introduced new information or further discourse elaboration. This could occur at the beginning of
a sentence or sentence-medially, where it typically followed conjunctions like y ‘and’, porque
‘because’, and entonces ‘then’. Like other functions, bueno also at times seemed to acquire a
sub-stalling strategy where it allowed the speaker time to formulate what they wanted to say.
Bueno for adding information, like answer preface, also occasionally occurred with pues,
strengthening the continuative effect between the utterance it accompanied and prior discourse.
The use of bueno for adding information can be observed in Excerpt 53.

Excerpt 53. Learner bueno adding information
1 Interviewer:

Bueno, y qué has aprendido en tus clases este verano?
Bueno, and what have you learned in your classes this summer?

2 Carmen (L2-post): Bueno, mucho de la cultura y la historia de España, por supuesto, y
3

mucho de arte porque antes no sabía nada de arte. Bueno casi nunca

4

había ido a un museo de arte y ahora entiendo el arte, por lo menos.
Bueno, a lot of the culture and the history of Spanish, for sure, and a lot of
art because before I didn’t know anything about art. Bueno I had almost
never gone to an art museum and now I understand art, at least.

In Excerpt 53, Carmen is asked to talk about what she has learned in her classes this
summer. She answers in lines 2 and 3, prefacing her answer with bueno, and explains that she
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learned a lot about the culture, history, and art in Spain. She then goes on to add to or elaborate
on her last point regarding art, explaining in lines 3 and 4 that she had never been to an art
museum and now she understands art. She prefaces this additional information or elaboration
with bueno, which serves to mark that she is introducing new information to the present topic.
While bueno for reorientation was employed frequently by learners at the beginning of
the program, its use decreased at the end of the program, moving away from the native speaker
norm. Bueno for reorientation was used primarily by learners for topic completion, to come back
to the main point after a digression, and within the discourse unit pero bueno ‘but well’. Just as
with native speakers, pero bueno constituted the majority of tokens of bueno used by learners for
reformulation. With this discourse unit, learners accepted the validity of something they had said
previously while denying its importance, which usually transitioned them into a slightly different
idea (Excerpt 54).

Excerpt 54. Learner bueno reorientation
1 Interviewer:

Ok. Y en tu opinión, cómo es una persona española?
Ok. And in your opinion, what is a Spanish person like?

2 Carmen (L2-pre):

Cómo es? Uh, bueno, cómo describirlo? Son... Eso es difícil. Uh, bueno,

3

son amables y también... Quien... Interacciones sociales un poco más de

4

los de Estados Unidos, y... Bueno, son un poco... Un poco más ruidosos

5

también. Pero bueno, apasionantes es un... Una buena palabra para usar.
What is he or she like? Uh, bueno, how to describe him or her? They
are… that is difficult. Uh, bueno, they are friendly and also… who…
social interactions a little more than those from the United States, and…
Bueno, they are a little… a little noisy also. Pero bueno, exciting is a… a
good word to use.

Excerpt 54 contains four different tokens of bueno, all used for distinct functions, in
which Carmen answers a question directed at her about how she would describe Spanish people.
She begins in line 2 with a clarifying question, which is prefaced by bueno as a way of
mitigating the fact that she provided a dispreferred response, one that does not immediately
provide the information requested. After a bit of thinking, she uses bueno in that same line to
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preface her actual answer, which is that they are friendly and more social than people in the
United States. Then, in line 4, she goes on to introduce more information, the fact that they are
noisy (also translated as rowdy), which is prefaced by bueno in the adding information function.
As noisy is typically perceived as a negative quality, this is arguably a dispreferred piece of
information as well, in which case bueno and the sense of acceptance it encodes serves as
mitigation. Finally, Carmen uses pero bueno for reorientation in order to deny the importance of
the previous statement, the fact that they are noisy, and describes them as exciting instead.
Carmen’s use of apasionante ‘exciting’ serves as a euphemism for noisy, which Carmen
downplays with bueno in its reorienting function.
The final two functions employed by learners, acceptance and direct speech, constituted
less than 10% of the tokens employed in both time 1 and time 2. Like native speakers, learners
employed these functions rarely. Acceptance was used to indicate acceptance of a suggestion,
explanation, or offer of information. It was also frequently used in conjunction with gracias
‘thank you’ in response to the interviewer concluding the interview. Direct speech was also very
rarely used, specifically twice in total. In these instances, it was used to separate quoted speech
from actual speech as well as to contextualize it, giving the impression that the quoted speech
stemmed from prior discourse. Examples of bueno for acceptance and direct speech can be
observed in Excerpts 55 and 56.

Excerpt 55. Learner bueno acceptance
1 Interviewer:

Bueno, eso iba a decir, que a lo mejor Madrid es un poco diferente,

2

entonces yo he preparado, esta pequeña guía […]
Bueno, that’s what I was going to say, that Madrid may be a little
different, so I have prepared, this small guide […]

3 Carmen (L2-post): Bueno, gracias.
Bueno, thank you.

Excerpt 56. Learner bueno direct speech
1 Interviewer:

Y qué crees que piensan los españoles sobre los americanos?
And what do you believe Spanish people think about Americans?
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2 Harry (L2-post):

Depende de qué americano porque a mí es un poco rudo cuando los

3

americanos están-están con uh com-comportándose como turísticas, como

4

gringos […] y entonces si un español, ah, vería esto, ellos pensarían que

5

“bueno, es un poco-ellos son turistas, ellos son-ellos no quieren aprender

6

español; solo aquí para fiestar.”
It depends on which American because to me it is a little rude when
Americans are-are with uh be-behaving themselves like touristic, like
gringos […] and then if a Spanish person, ah, would see this, they would
think that “bueno, it’s a little-they are tourists, they are-they don’t want to
learn Spanish; only here for partying.”

In Excerpt 55, the interviewer offers an informational guide on Madrid to Carmen. In line
3, Carmen accepts this offer with gracias ‘thank you’, which is prefaced by bueno as an indicator
of acceptance. This is a function of bueno which does not translate to English ‘well’. Rather, it
would likely translate to ‘okay’ or ‘alright’. Finally, in Excerpt 56, Harry is asked what he thinks
Spanish people think about Americans. In his response, he explains that it depends and that some
Americans behave rudely and in a very tourist-like way. In line 5, he goes on to quote a
hypothetical Spanish reaction to such an American, which he prefaces with bueno. This bueno
marks the quoted speech off from the rest of his answer as well as makes it sound authentic in
that bueno gives it the appearance of being situated in a larger discourse.
Relative to native speakers, the Spanish learners in the present investigation used bueno
significantly less frequently, for a narrower range of functions, and for a different functional
distribution. Compared to native speakers, learners employed the answer preface function more
frequently and the adding information function less frequently in both the pre- and postinterviews. Considering the effects of study abroad, learner frequency of use and functional
range of bueno did not experience any change. Results for functional distribution were mixed. At
the end of the program, learners appeared to move towards native speaker norms in their use of
correction and repair but away from native speaker norms in their use of reorientation and
dispreferred response. They continued to overuse bueno for answer preface and underuse bueno
for adding information relative to native speakers.
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In spite of the considerably lesser frequency and functional range with which learners
used bueno compared to native speakers of Spanish, as well as their distinct functional
distribution, within the functions employed learners behaved much like native speakers. They
used bueno in order to create cohesion between questions and answers, to mitigate dispreferred
responses, and to partially modify a prior assertion. They also, like native speakers, employed
discourse marker clusters (e.g., pues, entonces) in several functions, such as answer preface and
adding information. Learners displayed the capability of using the discourse unit pero bueno,
which involved the subtle act of accepting the validity of something said previously while
denying its importance (Bauhr, 1994). Despite these similarities, learner use of bueno also
presented unique characteristics relative to native speakers. The English discourse marker well
was at times used in conjunction with or in place of bueno, which may partially explain the
reduced frequency of bueno among learners. Additionally, like pues, bueno often appeared to
acquire an ambifunctional value (Christl, 1996) within the answer preface, adding information,
and repair functions, where it was used not only for the function under which it was primarily
categorized but also as a means of stalling, granting the learners more time to formulate what it is
that they wanted to say.
5.5

Summary of Pues and Bueno Results
To summarize the results of the present investigation, learners departed from native

speaker norms in their frequency of use, functional range, and functional distribution of pues and
bueno. A 6-week, language immersion study abroad program did not result in development of
these variables among learners in either discourse marker, with the exception of pues functional
range. Research question (1) addressed how second language learners of Spanish compare to
native speakers of Peninsular Spanish in frequency of pues and bueno and whether learners
increase their frequency of the discourse markers after studying abroad. Hypothesis 1 was
partially confirmed: Learners employed pues and bueno significantly less frequently than native
speakers; however, they did not experience an increase in frequency of use of pues and bueno
after studying abroad. Research question (2) addressed how second language learners of Spanish
compare to native speakers of Peninsular Spanish in functional range of pues and bueno and
whether learners increase their functional range of the discourse markers after studying abroad.
Hypothesis 2 was partially confirmed: Learners employed pues and bueno for a significantly
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narrower range of functions than native speakers. After studying abroad, learners did not
experience an increase in functional range for bueno; however, for pues, learner functional range
improved significantly.
Research question (3) addressed how second language learners of Spanish compare to
native speakers of Peninsular Spanish in functional distribution of pues and bueno and whether
learner functional distribution changes over the course of a 6-week, language immersion study
abroad program. Hypothesis 3 was partially confirmed: Learners employed pues and bueno for a
significantly different functional distribution than native speakers. Learner functional distribution
was primarily concentrated among those functions that appeared in sentence- and turn-initial
position (i.e., answer preface, dispreferred response), whereas native speakers relied more
heavily on functions which appeared in sentence- and turn-medial position (i.e. focus device,
reorientation, correction, etc.). The one exception to this rule was repair, which learners used
consistently more frequently than native speakers, despite its turn- and sentence-medial position.
Considering the effect of a study abroad program, the results for functional distribution were
mixed. For pues, learners moved towards native speaker norms in their use of answer preface
and focus device; however, they moved away from native speakers norms in the use of pues for
repair. Considering bueno, learners moved towards native speaker norms in their use of
correction and repair but away from native speaker norms in their use of reorientation and
dispreferred response. At the end of the program abroad, learners continued to overuse bueno for
answer preface and underuse bueno for adding information relative to native speakers.
Finally, research question (4) addressed how second language learners of Spanish
compare to native speakers of Peninsular Spanish in their characteristic patterns of functional use
for pues and bueno. Hypothesis 4 was confirmed. Native speakers as well as learners used pues
for the general function of marking an utterance as deriving from prior discourse (Travis,
2005) and bueno for marking general acceptance of prior discourse (Travis, 2005) as well as to
introduce new information (Maldonado & Palacios, 2015). Despite these similarities, learner use
of pues and bueno also presented unique characteristics relative to native speakers. Learners used
the discourse markers particularly often as a strategy when faced with communication problems
or breakdown and as a means of filling space in conversation in order to gain time
to formulate their next utterance. Specifically, for learners, the discourse markers often appeared
to acquire an ambifunctional value (Christl, 1996) within several functions, where they were
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used not only for the functions under which they were classified but also as a means of stalling,
granting learners more time to formulate what it is that they wanted to say and maintaining
communicative continuity despite a delay.
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DISCUSSION

The results of the present investigation on interlanguage discourse markers shed light on
questions of interlanguage discourse marker use, input processing constraints, discourse marker
frequency in input, and the effect of study abroad on discourse marker development. While
native speaker frequency, functional range, functional distribution, and characteristic patterns of
discourse marker use were of interest, the examination and description of learner discourse
marker use was the overarching goal of this thesis and is the focus of this discussion.
6.1

Second Language Discourse Markers
Overall, the present findings confirmed those of previous investigations (Fernández et al.,

2014; Fung & Carter, 2007; Pascual Escagedo, 2015; Radice, 2012), where language learners,
particularly those who were less advanced, were found to struggle to approximate the norms of
native speakers in employing spoken discourse markers in terms of frequency, functional range,
and functional distribution. Such difficulties can likely be attributed to the fact that discourse
markers lack communicative value and perceptual salience (De la Fuente, 2009; Hernández,
2011; VanPatten, 2002). They are grammatically optional in that they can be removed from a
sentence without making it ungrammatical or altering its propositional content (Schiffrin, 1987;
Müller, 2004). Furthermore, because of the semantic bleaching process that the discourse
markers have undergone, they are arguably not explicitly meaningful. As a result of these
properties, the discourse markers likely had not been noticed sufficiently by learners in input and
thus were not made totally available for intake and processing (Schmidt, 1990).
Similarly, it also seems possible, as VanPatten (2002) pointed out in his Input Processing
Principles, that learners process content words before anything else, and for learners to be able to
process a form that is not explicitly meaningful, they must be able to process informational
content at little cost to attention. A certain level of proficiency must be reached before learners
begin to process forms that are not explicitly meaningful, and the learners in this investigation
may not have yet reached this point. This would explain why only 76% of learners used pues,
31% used bueno, and of those individuals that did use the discourse markers, their rate, range,
and distribution of use were significantly different from their native speaker counterparts. The
nature of discourse markers as having low communicative value, lacking perceptual salience, and
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not being explicitly meaningful due to semantic bleaching processes likely resulted in learners in
the present study being unable to approximate native speaker norms in frequency, functional
range, and functional distribution.

6.1.1 Interlanguage Discourse Marker Usage
Several interlanguage discourse marker characteristics emerged from the present
investigation: the frequent use of discourse markers for repair, the ambifunctional use of
discourse markers for stalling and hesitation, and a general preference for turn- and sentenceinitial functions. Learners used both pues and bueno for repair considerably more often than
native speakers. The use of pues for repair, in particular, increased from 7% to 17% throughout
the study abroad program. This stood in contrast to native speakers, who only used pues for
repair 2% of the time. Given that the repair function allows speakers to flag upcoming material
as still related to prior discourse despite being delayed or preceded by a truncated utterance, this
function was valuable to learners in maintaining continuity in times of communicative
breakdown. It allowed them to indicate that, although they had just truncated or abandoned their
most recent utterance, their upcoming utterance was a reformulation and still stemmed from prior
discourse. So while the use of pues and bueno for repair was elevated relative to native speakers
and in that way constituted a departure from native speaker norms, it can said to be a valuable
resource for learners in achieving discourse coherence despite their, at times, flawed production.
Similar to repair, learners also appeared to use discourse markers ambifunctionally
(Christl, 1996), meaning that in any given instance of use, discourse markers were used both for
an explicit communicative function (i.e., answer preface, adding information, and focus device)
as well as for stalling or hesitation. For example, oftentimes in using pues or bueno to preface an
answer or the introduction of additional information, learners would also pause and/or employ
other non-lexical and lexical discourse markers (e.g., um, uh, bueno, well) as they sought how to
express what they wanted to say. In these contexts, pues and bueno not only marked the preface
to an answer or the introduction of additional information but also bought the learner more time
in formulating what he or she wanted to say. Pues and bueno as having an ambifunctional value
is supported by Christl (1996), who explained that discourse markers can signal both that a
speaker has understood and intends to answer a question as well as that they need more time to
formulate this answer. The use of pues and bueno for stalling confirmed findings by Aijmer
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(2004), who observed learners employing the clustering of markers as a means of filling space in
conversation as well as when faced with communication problems or breakdown. It also
confirmed the finding by Mauffray (2015) and Magliacane and Howard (2019) that while native
speakers tend to use discourse markers for a rather even distribution of functions, learners tend to
do so as a means of filling in gaps or for the function of hesitation.
The abundant use of discourse markers, both lexical (e.g., pues, bueno) and non-lexical
(e.g., uh, um) by learners to fill space in conversation (i.e., stalling) and in navigating
communication problems (i.e., repair) was likely related to language proficiency and working
memory (Fehringer & Fry, 2007; Lennon, 1990). Hesitation phenomena (often in the form of
discourse markers) have been found to be especially common in lower proficiency second
language speakers (Lennon, 1990). While proficiency measures were not taken on the
participants in the present investigation, most learners, based on having taken third and fourth
year undergraduate courses, appeared to be at intermediate levels of proficiency. Proficiency
levels aside, the current findings may also be explained by those of Fehringer and Fry (2007),
who found that participants, regardless of proficiency, produced more hesitation phenomena in
their second language than their first language and that lower measures of working memory
related to greater production of hesitation phenomena. Likewise, Spanish learners in the present
investigation appeared to use pues and bueno as a means of filling pauses more often than native
speakers, although this was not formally quantified. The overall higher rate of hesitation
phenomena was likely a reflection of the additional cognitive load imposed by working in a
second language (Aijmer, 2004; Fehringer & Fry, 2007).
Finally, another factor which emerged as unique in the interlanguage discourse marker
use of learners was a general preference for sentence- and turn-initial functions. The L2-pre
group’s overuse of pues for answer preface and all learners’ underuse of pues for focus device,
compared to the native speaker group, appears to align with VanPatten’s (2002) prediction that
learners process sentence-initial utterance elements first and sentence-medial/final utterance
elements last. The most frequently employed pues functions for learners were sentence-initial
(i.e., answer preface, adding information) and they employed these just as often and at times
moreso than native speakers. However, learners were unable to approximate native speakers in
the use of pues for focus device, which may have been a result of their inability to process it in
sentence-medial position. Likewise, the most frequent function for bueno among learners was
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also sentence-initial (i.e., answer preface). With that being said, learners employed bueno for
adding information, another sentence-initial but not turn-initial function, considerably less
frequently than native speakers. It seems that for learners, the most easily acquired and utilized
bueno functions were not only sentence-initial, as VanPatten (2002) predicted, but also turninitial. This was supported by learners’ overuse of bueno for turn-initial functions (i.e., answer
preface, acceptance, and dispreferred response), relative to native speakers, who used bueno
much more frequently for turn-medial functions such as correction, reorientation, and adding
information. To summarize, considering the functional distribution of learners as compared to
native speakers, learner distribution of pues and bueno appeared to favor those functions that
were turn-and sentence-initial as opposed to –medial.
The one learner tendency that did not seem to adhere to this sentence- and turn-initial
functional preference was the overuse, relative to native speakers, of pues and bueno for repair.
While repair also typically occurred sentence-medially, the fact that its surrounding context
consisted of pauses and reformulation may have made it more perceptually salient to learners.
Furthermore, because learners made more linguistic errors which necessitated pausing and
reformulation than did native speakers, this function may have held more value for learners as a
way of maintaining discourse coherence. Taken together, these findings may suggest that
VanPatten’s (2002) input processing principle can be extended to discourse marker acquisition
and expanded on to include discourse-level constraints (i.e., turn position). However, evaluating
VanPatten’s (2002) input processing preference for sentence-initial elements as applicable to
discourse marker acquisition was not an objective of the present investigation. Further
investigation is needed to clarify the driving force(s) behind learners’ distinct functional
distribution relative to native speakers.

6.1.2 Discourse Marker Frequency in Input
Comparing learner use of the discourse markers pues and bueno, the findings of the
present investigation confirmed the importance of frequency in input to discourse marker
acquisition. Bueno, the less frequent discourse marker both in the Corpus del Español (Davies,
2016) and the current native speaker data, appeared to pose more of a challenge to learners than
pues. Only 31% of the learners interviewed used bueno at all in either or both of their interviews,
whereas this number was 76% for pues. Furthermore, learners’ functional distribution for bueno
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departed more distinctly from native speaker norms than it did for pues, and the one variable that
was positively affected by study abroad (i.e., functional range) was limited to learner use of pues.
The present investigation’s finding that bueno poses more of a challenge for learners than pues
confirms findings by Radice (2012) and Fernández et al. (2014), who found that learners used
pues with more native-like multifunctionality than bueno.
While this finding does not seem to support the potential complexity difference between
pues and bueno as identified by Travis (2005), it could be explained by the reduced frequency of
bueno in the native speaker input that learners received. Bueno’s infrequency relative to pues is
supported by both the Corpus del Español (Davies, 2016) and the present investigation’s native
speaker group. Native speakers employed pues considerably more frequently (M = 11.15, SD =
4.9) than bueno (M = 6.98, SD = 5.88) in their interviews. Assuming the native speaker data
reflected the majority of the input learners received, learners were simply exposed to more
tokens of pues than bueno. As Schmidt (1990) noted, frequency and salience determine whether
input is noticed, and only input that is noticed is made available for intake and processing. The
more times something is experienced, the stronger it becomes in one’s memory and the more
easily it is accessed (Ellis, 2012). Because bueno was less frequent in native speaker input,
learners may not have noticed and been able to access it is as much as they did pues. This was
reflected in their overall reduced frequency of bueno and usage norms that were less aligned with
native speaker norms, compared to pues. Considering second language acquisition theory, this
finding suggests that frequency in native speaker input, rather than potential discourse marker
complexity, may be what determines how well learners are able to acquire and use a discourse
marker in speech.

6.1.3 Discourse Marker Development During Study Abroad
Another primary objective of the present study was to investigate the efficacy of a 6week, language immersion study abroad program on discourse marker development in
frequency, functional range, and functional distribution. The lack of significant change in
discourse marker frequency of use over study abroad contrasted with findings by Magliacane and
Howard (2019) and Duperron and Overstreet (2009), both of whom found short- and long-term
study abroad experiences to have a significant impact on learners’ discourse marker frequency of
use. This constrast may be explained by the fact that Magliance and Howard (2019) examined
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the effect of a long-term (i.e., 6 month) study abroad program, and Duperron and Oversreet
(2009) examined change in frequency among all discourse markers as one variable as opposed to
individual discourse markers. A long-term study abroad program likely allowed for considerably
more exposure to discourse markers in input. Furthermore, the present investigation examined
the development of pues and bueno as opposed to any and all discourse markers, and as a result,
it cannot be said whether there was an increase in discourse marker frequency overall.
The observed expansion of learners’ pues functional range towards that of the Peninsular
Spanish native speakers’ range confirmed findings by Ishida (2009), who found a long-term
study abroad experience to result in a Japanese discourse marker being employed in a greater
variety of contexts. Learners’ inability to expand their functional range for bueno may have been
due to limited frequency in native speaker input. In general, learners did not approximate native
speaker norms in functional distribution after studying abroad, although some improvement in
the direction of native speaker norms were made. Learners appeared to continue to be
constrained by input processing preferences in which turn- and sentence-initial elements were
most easily noticed (VanPatten, 2002) and thus acquired first (Schmidt, 1990).
Taken together, the lack of significant change in frequency for pues and bueno and range
of use for bueno confirmed Mauffray’s (2015) conclusion that the effect of short-term study
abroad on the development of learner discourse marker usage towards a more native like usage is
ultimately minimal. Furthermore, short-term study abroad was not sufficient in moving learners
towards a more native-like functional distribution, as their functional employment remained
mostly dependent upon VanPatten’s (2002) input processing preference for sentence- and turninitial functions. Because discourse markers lack communicative value, perceptual salience, and
explicit meaning (De la Fuente, 2009; Hernández, 2011; Müller, 2004; VanPatten, 2002), they
likely were not noticed sufficiently by learners in input throughout the study abroad experience.
As a result, frequency of use and functional range for learners did not signficiantly change and
learner functional distribution remained distinct from that of native speakers. It also seems
possible that the use of pues was somewhat perceptually salient, as evidenced by learners’
increase in pues functional range, but that the short-term nature of the study abroad experience
limited further development. As Bardovi-Harlig (1999) predicted, pragmatic development of
“highly salient conversational functions” (p. 685), like some speech acts for example, may very
well be possible during short-term programs. The results of this investigation suggest that
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discourse markers may not always represent a sufficiently salient conversational function to be
amenable to pragmatic development during short-term study abroad.
6.2

Applications, Limitations, and Future Directions
The findings of this investigation suggest that instructional intervention may be necessary

for students to develop in the areas of discourse marker frequency, functional range, and
functional distribution. It has been found that explicit instruction (i.e., consciousness-raising
tasks, metalinguistic explanation), particularly when utilized in conjunction with implicit forms
of instruction (i.e., input enrichment tasks), results in higher levels of immediate comprehension
and retrieval of discourse markers (De la Fuente, 2009; Hernández, 2008). As De la Fuente
(2009) explained, “Given their lack of salience, explicit learning […] and metalinguistic
awareness may be necessary cognitive steps to learn L2 discourse markers” (p. 218). That being
said, the necessity of instruction for discourse marker development does not negate the utility of
immersion experiences altogether. Lord (2010) examined the effect of two different types of
learning experiences (i.e., study abroad with and without previous phonetic instruction) on a
feature of second language pronunciation, Spanish fricatives. Much like discourse markers, she
described this feature as lacking in acoustical salience and not essential to capturing meaning or
communication. Lord (2010) found that students who had taken a phonetics course, which
included the topic of Spanish fricatives, before studying abroad improved significantly more in
their fricative realization throughout the study abroad experience than those who had not had
prior instruction. Likewise, students who study abroad could potentially experience greater shifts
towards native-like discourse marker usage if they receive prior instruction on discourse
markers.
Certain limitations of the present analysis should be acknowledged and improved upon in
future investigations addressing interlanguage discourse marker use. These included the distinct
nature of the interview setting, the method of frequency quantification, and the study abroadrelated variables left unanalyzed. While the semi-structured interview setting allowed for
consistency between interactions, the fact that it is an institutionalized form of speech distinct
from ordinary, spontaneous conversations limited the ability to generalize these findings to
discourse marker use in a conversational setting. As Heritage and Clayman (2010) pointed out,
interviews, like all forms of institutional speech, are considered to have their own “unique
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fingerprint” of practices which typically involves a reduction in the range of interactional
practices employed, the contexts they can be employed in, and the specialization of the practices
remaining (p. 18). It is possible that the functional distribution, functional range, and frequency
of use of pues and bueno in the present investigation were influenced by the distinct interactional
practices inherent to the interview setting. For example, interviews typically involve a preallocated turn-taking system which restricts interviewer turns to questions and interviewee turns
to answers (Heritage & Clayman, 2010). The elevated rate of pues and bueno for answer preface
was likely a product of this property of the interactions observed, where most of the
interviewees’ production consisted of answering questions. Furthermore, given that interviews
are primarily concerned with matters of validity and veracity (Grindsted, 2005), pues and bueno
for answer preface may have served as a specialized resource for interviewees in making explicit
the relevance of their responses in relation to the questions posed.
Another limitation of the present investigation was the means by which the frequency of
pues and bueno was quantified. While the frequency analysis was conducted using discourse
marker frequency per 1,000 words, it is important to acknowledge the fundamentally responsive
and context-dependent nature of discourse markers in interaction. They are relevant at some
points in interaction but not in others (Schegloff, 1993). For example, in examining bueno for
dispreferred response or correction, there may have been more opportunities for one interviewee
to respond to something in a dispreferred way or to correct the content of a previous utterance
than there was for another interviewee. This intrinsic difference was not reflected in the present
investigation’s method of quantification. Future investigations should consider basing the
quantification of discourse marker functional usage on “environments of relevant possible
occurrence” rather than by word or by minute, as it is these environments which are ultimately
relevant in interaction (Schegloff, 1993, p. 103). That being said, as differences between learners
and native speakers in frequency in the present investigation were so significant and considering
the highly comparable discourse environments among participants, it seems unlikely that the
method of quantification utilized was an obscuring factor in the current analysis. Furthermore,
because of the controlled task environment of the interview, while possible, this issue is not as
great as in conversational data.
Finally, given that numerous studies have demonstrated the efficacy of short-term study
abroad on the development of pragmatic variables such as speech act and discourse markers (i.e.,
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Czerwionka & Cuza, 2017; Duperron & Overstreet, 2009; Félix-Brasdefer & Hasler-Barker,
2015; Ishida, 2009; Magliacane & Howard, 2019; Shively & Cohen, 2008), it seems possible that
the present investigation’s finding that study abroad is relatively ineffective in promoting
discourse marker development may be explained by the competing influence of a number of
other relevant factors. These include proficiency, actual experience during the study abroad
period, and intensity of interaction (Bardovi-Harling, 2013), none of which were addressed in the
present investigation. Yet, Czerwionka and Cuza (2017) used the same corpus (Czerwionka,
2017) as the present investigation, and they found the study abroad program to have a beneficial
effect on speech act development, so the linguistic variable (i.e., discourse markers) must, to
some extent, be a relevant factor. Future investigations would benefit from investigating these
factors in explaining how study abroad experiences interact with interlanguage discourse marker
development.
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CONCLUSION

The findings of the present investigation indicated that American English-speaking
learners of Spanish use the discourse markers pues and bueno with a frequency, functional range,
and functional distribution that is significantly different from that of native speakers. Learners
used pues and bueno with lesser frequency and for a narrower range of functions than native
speakers. Considering functional distribution, they favored functions that were turn- and
sentence-initial and struggled to approximate native speakers in the use of functions that were
turn-medial, which suggests possible confirmation of VanPatten’s (2002) claim that language
learners process sentence-initial over sentence-medial elements in input. Based on the qualitative
analysis of learners’ patterns of use of discourse markers, it was found that learners tended to
rely on pues and bueno for repair and stalling – characteristics of learner interlanguage that
confirmed the findings of previous investigations indicating that second language learners tend to
use discourse markers as a strategy when faced with communication problems or breakdown
(Aijmer, 2004; Mauffray, 2012). Furthermore, learners applied the stalling function within a
variety of other functions, such as answer preface and adding information, which confirmed the
potentially ambifunctional nature of discourse markers (Christl, 1996). Pues and bueno for the
repair function and stalling as a sub-strategy both represented unique strategies for learners in
giving them more time to formulate what it is they wanted to say as well as allowing them to
reestablish the communicative thread after it was damaged by an interruption in conversation
(Christl, 1996). Considering discourse marker frequency and complexity, despite claims that
pues represents one of the most complex discourse markers (Travis, 2005), it was bueno which
learners used with the lowest frequency, oftentimes replacing it with the English discourse
marker well. This confirmed findings by Radice (2012) and Fernández et al. (2014) that learners
generally struggle more with bueno than pues in using the discourse marker with native-like
multifunctionality. Considering second language acquisition theory, this finding supported the
notion that frequency in native speaker input, rather than potential discourse marker complexity,
may drive how well learners are able to acquire and use a discourse marker in speech.
The present investigation’s inquiry into the efficacy of study abroad revealed that the
discourse markers pues and bueno resisted pragmatic development over the course of a shortterm study abroad experience. With the exception of a small but significant increase in the
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functional range of pues, learners continued to use pues and bueno with reduced frequency and
for a narrow range of functions at the end of the study abroad program compared to the
Peninsular Spanish speakers. Because discourse markers have low communicative value, lack
perceptual salience, and are not explicitly meaningful (De la Fuente, 2009; Hernández, 2011;
VanPatten, 2002), they likely were not noticed sufficiently by learners in input throughout the
study abroad experience. It is also possible that other variables that were not considered in the
present investigation (i.e., proficiency, actual experience during the study abroad period,
intensity of interaction) contributed to the minimal development in discourse marker use
(Bardovi-Harling, 2013). With that being said, the small yet statistically significant improvement
in pues functional range, coupled with qualitative evidence of more native-like distributions over
the program, suggests that the experience was somewhat beneficial for students in terms of their
discourse marker use. Further investigation is needed on the effect of short-term and long-term
study abroad experiences on discourse marker development in order to confirm and clarify the
findings of the present analysis. Considering the potential impact that discourse markers have on
conversational skills, the management of miscommunication, overall discourse coherence, and
students’ sense of confidence and security, the effects of different types of learning experiences
on interlanguage discourse marker development remains a much needed area for further
investigation.
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APPENDIX A. PUES FUNCTIONAL CLASSIFICATION CRITERIA

1) Adding information


Turn medial, following a syntactically complete utterance



Adds more information to what the speaker has already said



Introduces a further comment on what the speaker has said



Continuation of the same topic, “something more” deriving from previous discourse



While “following conjunction” is technically a characteristic of the focus device function,
I categorized pues after a conjunction as “adding information” when it preceded a
complete utterance/started a new sentence.
o “Y también, pues…”
o “Y bueno, pues…”
o “Y ahora, pues…”
o “Entonces, pues…”
o “Y luego además pues….”

2) Focus device


Turn medial, following a syntactically incomplete utterance



Very similar to the “adding information” function, the focus device function adds
information to what the speaker has already said and because of its sentence medial
position, has the pragmatic effect of highlighting upcoming material and its relationship
with prior discourse
o Note: Even though it’s titled “focus device,” it doesn’t appear to actually be all
that related to the function of focusing on something. It appears to have a function
extremely similar to “adding information,” with the main difference being that it
occurs sentence medially.



Contexts of occurrence
o Following a conjunction (i.e. y, pero, porque) when the conjunction is not the
beginning of a new utterance (this last part was my own interpretation)
o Between clausal constituents, between the elements of one clause


Verb/object, pronoun/object, subject/verb, etc.
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o Complex sentences between the subordinate and main clause


Conditional (si…, pues…)



Temporal (cuando/después/antés…, pues…)



Causal (por…, pues…)

3) Repair


Turn medial; surrounding context consist of pauses, reformulation/false starts, correction
of what they just said



Introduces change in wording



Rephrasing something that they’ve just said



A change in the information presented after “pues”



Often occurs with other DMs in clusters (bueno, o sea)

4) Answer preface


Prefaces the answer to a question directed to the speaker



Often co-occurs with bueno



Even those this function is sentence-initial, sometimes it occurs after a restatement of the
question



Can preface a dispreferred/unexpected response

5) Response preface


The same as answer preface but instead of prefacing the answer to a question, it prefaces
a response/reaction to a statement the other speaker has made.



Frequently appears as “pues gracias” after receiving a gift in native speaker data



Can also preface dispreferred responses/reactions



Can be emphatic – pues claro, pues si, pues no

6) Direct speech


Occurs immediately prior to a direct quotation

7) Topic completion


Indicates that the speaker has said everything he wants to say about something



Marker of conclusion
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APPENDIX B. BUENO FUNCTIONAL CLASSIFICATION CRITERIA

1) Acceptance


Turn initial (final/continuing intonation)



Responds to something someone else has said, expressing acceptance of an offer,
proposal, or statement presenting information

2) Pre-closing device


Turn-initial (final/continuing intonation)



Prior to the final closing of a conversation, a way of moving into the leave-taking phase



Rarely encountered this in my data because the interviewer was the one who brought the
interview to a conclusion.

3) Dispreferred response


Prefaces a response that is not ideal or preferred in some way (disagreement, adding
further/exceptional information, modifying what was said, etc.)



Mitigating device (softens the dispreferred response with implication of acceptance
inherent in bueno), partial acceptance



Can be in response to question as well
o When answer is delayed – but not narrative style answers



Can be followed by “pero”

4) Answer preface (Serrano 1999)


This function does not form part of Travis’s (2005) framework. I added it to account for
the use of ‘bueno’ to preface question responses that were NOT dispreferred, as I felt that
no other function in this framework accommodated this and I was seeing it often.



Turn-initial, prefaces the response to a question



According to Serrano (1999, p. 119) this has the function of providing
cohesion/coherence of the answer with the question, speaker indicates that what follows
will answer the question.

5) Adding info (Hummel, 2012; Maldonado Palacios, 2015)


Introduces new info, further discourse elaboration



Sometimes occurs as “Y bueno” and “porque bueno”
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6) Reorientation


Used to initiate a new topic, close a topic, return to an earlier topic following a
digression, and other kinds of breaks in the flow of conversation
o Getting to the main point after introductory info



Can respond to other speech or same speaker speech and can be followed by either
speaker



In addition to indicating acceptance of what was said, it can also commences the
transition to a next conversational phase (making it distinct from the acceptance function)



Pero bueno = stems from reorientation function



Sometimes follow by entonces (bueno, entonces)



I noticed the interviewers using this function of bueno extremely regularly in switching
between questions, opening, and closing.

7) Correction


Turn-medial, continuing intonation



Self-correction, modifying what the same speaker has said



Only partial modification, does not usually totally contradict what has been said
previously



In response to an unexpressed/unvoiced objection that the speaker foresees that the
addressee could potentially make or may be thinking



Reformulation following a truncated utterance (Bauhr 1994)

8) Repair


Turn medial; surrounding context consist of pauses, reformulation/false starts, repair of
truncated utterance



Introduces change in wording



A change in the information presented after “pues”



Often occurs with other DMs in clusters (bueno, o sea)

9) Direct speech


Marks quoted speech – actually quotes another function of bueno, used to contextualize
quotations
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APPENDIX C. PUES AND BUENO MEANS AND STANDARD
DEVIATIONS FOR FREQUENCY BY FUNCTION

Pues means and standard deviations for frequency by function
Pues Functions
L2-pre
L2-post
NS
M
SD
M
SD
M
Adding info
0.44
0.8
0.54
0.98
2.04
Focus device
0.05
0.18
0.16
0.31
2.48
Repair
0.0002 0.001
0.35
0.69
0.29
Response preface
0.03
0.18
0.06
0.17
0.43
Answer preface
1.21
2.23
0.89
1.39
5.83
Direct speech
0
0
0.01
0.09
0.08
Topic completion
0.02
0.1
0.04
0.14
0

SD
1.34
1.67
0.43
0.84
4.18
0.22
0

Bueno means and standard deviations for frequency by function
Bueno functions
Acceptance
Dispref. response
Answer preface
Adding info
Reorientation
Correction
Repair
Direct speech

L2-pre
M
0.18
0.27
0.65
0.21
0.38
0.09
0.41
0

SD
0.32
0.86
1.42
0.35
0.55
0.28
0.84
0

L2-post
M
0.11
0.43
0.7
0.22
0.11
0.32
0.24
0.03
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SD
0.3
0.88
1.19
0.48
0.35
0.52
0.43
0.03

NS
M
0.13
0.59
1.25
1.65
1.43
1.68
0.2
0.06

SD
0.29
0.94
1.51
2.17
1.66
2.07
0.37
0.21
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